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J. Robert Lennon
Who would have thought? 1999 seemed
destined to become the year o f the 900page literary techno-thriller, but instead it
brought us a glance over our collective
shoulder: books about the past, about
small towns, about ethical dilemmas. Ha
Jin won the National Book Award with
his quiet Waiting; Chang-Rae Lee wrote
about the echoes o f the Second World
War in A Gesture Life. New books about
rural Am erica, and about its attendant
social codes, arrived from Annie Proulx,
Laura H endrie, Robert M organ, Chris
Offutt and others. One can hardly blame
writers and readers— the thing in us that
wants stories seems to want stories about
moral conflict. But in our present climate
of artificial consensus, technological geewhizzery, and (let’s be honest) rampant
greed, it’s often difficult to tell w hat’s
right and what’s not. Americans are cling
ing with a kind of desperation to any and
all narrative that allows them to take a
side: courtroom television, the President’s
impeachment, the O.J. Simpson trial.
Enter the resurgence o f country fiction.
Books about rural America have an inherent
appeal for the contem porary reader: they
enfold him in a stark, self-contained moral
universe, in which a complex story can be
acted out simply and clearly. There’s some
thing about the prairie, the w oods, the
mountains that streamlines and magnifies
dramatic tension. This is a mixed blessing
for the writer: while it’s easier to present
difficult situations in a setting unencum 
bered by television, cell phones or the inter
net, it’s also harder to cover one’s tracks if
the task proves too daunting. A writer’s mis
takes are as naked as her successes. In this
sense, then, these writers are doing some
thing quite daring, ignoring the tools o f
obfuscation available to them and laying
their stories on the line. They meet,
inevitably, with varying success.
The most celebrated and, to my taste,
least com pelling o f these books is Kent
H a ru f s Plainsong, a novel about sm all
town Colorado. It is a charming, rambling
walk through the lives o f regular folks: Tom
Guthrie, a schoolteacher struggling to raise
two boys in the absence o f their m other,
who has become depressed and left town;
Victoria Roubideaux, a pregnant teenager;
the McPheron brothers, two elderly bache
lor farmers who take her in; Maggie Jones,

Tom’s fellow teacher and Victoria’s advo
cate; and a host of other, minor characters.
Haruf has got a seductive narrative voice:
eloquent, unpretentious, it shows exactly
what things look like and exactly what peo
ple are doing. Here’s Maggie, drinking cof
fee: “She sipped from her coffee and tasted
it and looked in the cup again and set it back
on the table.”
Nice. The lack o f commas gives every
element o f the sentence equal weight; this
character actually gets to taste the coffee
she’s drinking. That is H aruf s aim here, I
think; you’re supposed to taste every drop
o f his book. And except for some excess
es— a few too many chapters begin with
descriptions o f light or buildings, and we
begin to feel a little too strongly that Haruf
wants us not simply to see, but to worship,
the small-town west—the book tastes pretty
good.
That said, Plainsong does not prove very
nourishing. There are several plot lines
here, mostly revolving around Tom and
V ictoria, the two main characters (who
know each other but rarely meet). We have
T o m ’s anxiety about the boys, Ike and
Bobby; Tom’s gradual estrangement from
his wife and his growing feelings for Mag
gie; T om ’s conflict with a student that
eventually results in a violent episode. Vic

have been fully prepped to
accept this as an understand
able lapse. Victoria, of course,
has gotten pregnant. She aban
dons the McPherons in favor
o f the father o f her baby (we
cannot see any reason why, as
the boy is utterly unappealing
in every scene), but fifty pages
later she comes back. Least
plausible are Ike and Bobby,
who are more or less the same
person, separated only by
name. T heir m other leaves
them , they are nearly raped,
their favorite horse dies, but
never does a cruel or angry
impulse enter their heads, and
they treat each other with a
level o f kindness and respect
never before seen between
brothers on this earth. They
even befriend a friendless old
woman and run errands for her.
I find particularly annoying
Harufis transference o f their
fath er’s despair to the way
ward student: instead of Tom
himself lashing out at the boys
and having to grapple with the
consequences, H aruf has the
student, who hates Tom, do it
instead. That way it’s just sort
of Tom’s fault. But not really.
This is only one of the many
m issed opportunities in the
book. Elsew here, the good
M cPherons
(w onderfully
funny characters, by the way)
are backhandedly accused of
harboring Victoria for selfish
reasons: namely, to have sex
Jack Sherman
with her. It’s not true, but I
couldn’t help but wonder: is there some sex
toria’s mother kicks her out o f the house;
she stays with Maggie for awhile; Maggie
ual tension there? If not, how come? Are the
arranges to have her live with the
old bachelors really strangers to desire? And
M cPherons; and then she and the
what o f the townspeople— are they really so
McPherons must learn to get along. We also
polite that they would let the brothers’ good
follow Ike and Bobby as they wander
deed go unpunished? As if Haruf can’t bear
the thought o f this injustice a second longer,
around: they deliver papers; they peek into
the rumors are quickly dismissed and noth
an abandoned house where two boys (one of
them T om ’s torm entor) have sex with a
ing comes of them.
dispirited girl; they suffer a grand humilia
Ultimately, this book is a shade too nice,
too full o f reassuring (if comely) platitudes
tion at the hands o f the same boys, com
and intergenerational chumminess. Haruf
pounding Tom’s troubles.
Haruf is trying to convince us that regular
seems to lack the will to let his characters
make real mistakes, to let the bad things that
lives are the stuff o f literature, are in fact
happen to them have any lasting effect. Per
kind o f heroic. It’s so pleasing to read him
haps he thinks this would be a cruel way to
that we want to believe it. But we can’t. The
reason Plainsong seems so successful is that
treat his characters. But the result is a bit of
it never taxes itself. This is a book full o f
a cheat, a skillful work that nonetheless
smacks o f wish fulfillment, rather than of
good people whose problems come from
bad people, and it is telling that the narra
the truth.
tive, which is in the third person, only ever
gets into the heads of the good people, as if
William Gay, on the other hand, has no
Haruf knows that were he to crack open his
problem with a little cruelty. The Long
villains’ skulls he would find only sawdust.
Home has been compared by some review
ers to W illiam Faulkner and Cormac
O f course H aruf makes some gestures
McCarthy, presumably because it contains
toward moral ambiguity in his characters,
violence and long sentences and is set in the
but these are perfunctory. Tom has a onesouth. Fair enough, though I think G ay’s
night stand with a woman in a bar and feels
real model is Joyce: the book is full o f
bad about it. He yells at the boys once or
twice. At the book’s end, he gets into a fistinvented compound words—“halflistening,”
fight with his student’s family, though we
continued on page 9
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Flames of Reason
Jo Shannon Cochran
“ Destiny,” in Arabic with English subti
tles, will be shown Thursday, February
10, and Friday, February 11, at 7:00 pm
in Cornell C inem a's W illard Straight
Theatre.
Considering that its themes are political
and philosophical, Destiny is a surprisingly
entertaining film. Or considered another
way: for a movie about gypsy dancers and an
evil sheik, Destiny is remarkably thoughtful.
Set in the 12th century, the movie opens with
the public burning o f a scholar guilty of
translating the “h eretical” w orks o f the
philosopher Averroes, who argued that faith
cannot supplant reason. The v ic tim ’s
orphaned son Joseph journeys to Andalusia
to study with Averroes, only to find that a
growing fanatical movement there threatens
the philosopher and all of his work.
If this were
a Hollywood
film, Joseph
would be the
p ro ta g o n ist,
and
his
attempt to res
cue Averroes’
work from the
fundamental
ists
would
probably cul
minate in a
s w o rd fig h t.
But in the
hands
of
E g y p t i a n

© 1 9 9 7 Ognon Pictures

writer/director Youssef Chahine (who has
himself been targeted by fundamentalist cen
sors), things quickly become more complex.
There are villains, to be sure, and there are
heroes, but they keep switching places. A
fanatical sect attacks a friend of Averroes, a
gypsy singer; when the three culprits are
caught, the sect disavows them, and Aver
roes incurs the anger o f his friend the Caliph
by judging the scapegoats leniently. One of
the criminals responds to Averroes’ mercy
and overcomes the sect’s indoctrination. But
the fundam entalists exploit the C alip h ’s
pride to create a rift between him and Aver
roes. Meanwhile the Caliph’s fiery younger
son, much beloved by the gypsy family, falls
prey to a sect’s brainw ashing and begins
working against Averroes and the Caliph. As
characters move in and out o f the story’s

focus, it becomes dear that there is no single
hero: the course of history could depend on
any individual’s act o f conscience. The “des
tin y ” o f the title belongs to those brave
enough to defy what seems inevitable.
The plot is briskly paced, and includes
daring horseback rescues, fiery escapes, and
sultry dances; but a subdued score and
restrained camera work prevent the action
from achieving nail-biting intensity. It’s
never boring, but neither does it offer many
cheap thrills. Unfortunately, a clumsy job
with the subtitles—white type against a pre
dominately pale background— sometimes
renders the dialogue unintelligible.
The best rewards are those of nuance, sub
tle developments of character and deft uses
o f imagery. The Caliph, for example, is as
compelling in his hubris as a Greek hero.
Averroes is a mild middle-aged man whose
genius is rarely obvious; it is almost inciden
tally, in a few scenes of quiet discussion, that
we are shown his
devastating pow
ers o f argum ent.
Fire becomes a
thematically
charged image: it
opens and closes
the movie, and is
always the weapon
of the suppressors.
Those who would
preserve knowl
edge and freedom
liken them selves
to
the
wind,
im possible
to
0 1 9 9 9 N e w Y o rk e r U lm s A r tw o r k
destroy.
In the opening scene— the burning of
Jo sep h ’s father— shots o f the crowd are
alternated with shots of faces carved into the
church. This moment, the sequence implies,
is both particular and timeless. A similar
realization is buried in a speech o f Aver
roes’: “Decadence is gnawing away at king
doms everywhere. Lies and corruption have
replaced justice and morality.” How eternal
ly pertinent.
Made up o f small well-crafted moments
like these, Destiny ends up being neither a
swashbuckling adventure nor an intellectual
critique, but something less pretentious than
either— a w ell-told story with a point to
make.

Cities Built Around Branches Built Around Flesh
Inside this body
old sidewalk buckles, the wind
slings the rain because it can,

deliberating over which
cujf links will look best
at the millennium bash.

strikes the gravel I 've filched
from playgrounds and hardwoods
beguiled once again into ghosting

Cities built around branches
built aroundflesh, built
with a howl and a yawp.

their leaves. It's true,
if not verisimilar, except
those days that privilege

Like the others I will wait my turn
for the signal, those radiant
pummelings, the gumption to heat

orange pylons, the jack
hammer driving its snout
into the road. Besides a couple

the last crucifix and cauterize
my ambivalence. What's the plan
if we miss the hors d ’oeuvres?

o f succulent approximations,
the paddocks where we pul
the extra princes, the acne

Before the walnuts, the maples,
the locusts, the oaks, the sycamores
go first. How fabulous

on the mannequin, the urn,
most o f what continues
will diminish, tangle

you’ve offered to give me,
my friend, the sleekest
and thickest o f ropes.

or accelerate, even
the Maker in process, halfnaked in His closet and

T hom W ard

Jo Shannon Cochran is a managing edi
tor at The Bookpress.
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A Journey
Tom Eisner
The Visa
It was 1936, and we were in Paris. Getting
there had been a bit more exciting than we
bargained for, but we had made it, and the
plan now was to leave Europe for good. We
wanted to emigrate to South America.
We had left Hitler’s Germany in 1933. It
was an early time to leave. My parents had a
premonition o f what was in store for Jews
who stayed, and they had simply packed up
and taken us kids to Barcelona. My sister and
I were seven and three years old. My parents
did not speak a word of Spanish, nor did my
father have prospects for a job. He had a doc
torate in chemistry, and had been working as
a researcher at the Kaiser Willhelm Institut in
Berlin. The chance o f finding comparable
work in Barcelona was nil. But he did eventu
ally find employment with a pharmaceutical
company, the Laboratorios Andromaco, so
we settled happily on the slope of the Tibidabo, in a rented house with a full view of the
Barcelona harbor. My mother, an artist, found
the Spanish atmosphere and Mediterranean
climate exhilarating, and we were quick to
adjust to our new life. Then, in the summer of
1936, to our great dismay, came the Spanish
Civil War.
Things were chaotic in Barcelona from the
start, and it became clear that we would have
to leave. I remember one frightening incident
vividly. There were so many factions at odds
at the beginning of the revolution that it was
often difficult to tell who was fighting whom.
That was the case on one particular morning
when shooting erupted in our neighborhood.
My sister and I huddled with our parents and
Chas, our Irish setter, in the stairway o f the
house where we were safe from stray fire. The
doorbell rang, and to our consternation, our
parents both responded. Two young men,
armed to the.teeth, had heard that there was
shooting coming from our house, and they
wished to investigate. With rifle in hand, and
pistols at the ready, they escorted my parents
from room to room, and eventually came
upon us kids in the stairway. I was screaming
at the top of my lungs.
“MuerdeT’ asked one of them, pointing at
our cowering dog, who was shaking like a
leaf. “Does he bite?” Given what they could
do to Chas if he so much as twitched, the
question seemed ridiculous.
“No nnierde," said my mother, to their
relief. They could tell from our accents that
we were foreigners, and they then proceeded
to do something totally unexpected. “We will
go to your roof and put up a white flag,” said
one o f them. “Can you bring a bed sheet?”
My mother obliged. They quickly scrambled
up the stairs and hung the sheet from the roof
terrace. They had braved fire to do so. “ We
are identifying foreigners as neutral,” they
explained when they came back. “The white
sheet will protect you.” And off they went.
The shooting continued and was intense at
times. I remember fearing that it might never
end. And then the doorbell rang again. It was
our warrior friends. The two had returned to
tell us that white flags were now considered
to be a sign of surrender—an indication that
there had been fighters in the house. It was no
longer safe to display a white flag. “We will
take yours down for you,” one o f them said,
and true to his word, went to the roof and took
down the sheet. “Era peligrosa para ustedes..." one o f them said by way o f explana
tion. “It was dangerous for you.” Politely they
bid us farewell and left to face the uncertain
ties of their own existence.
Not long after, some of the belligerents had
the brilliant idea of taking an empty streetcar,
loading it with dynamite, and rolling it down
an avenue. The streetcar derailed, hit the curb,
and blew up. The detonation was horrific. I
was playing in our sandbox at the time, and
remember running for cover.
Within a few weeks we made arrangements
to leave Barcelona. We had obtained entry
visas for France, but how to get there was
another matter. Regular passenger service to
the nearest French port, Marseilles, was dis

rupted, and finding transportation had
become very much a matter of luck. Eventu
ally we got third-class accommodations on a
freighter which had been rerouted to
Barcelona for the purpose o f picking up
refugees. The ship was filled to capacity, and
we considered ourselves lucky to be on
board. Third-class accommodation meant
spending the overnight passage on deck. For
tunately, another family had brought along
their fox terriers, which provided us kids with
warmth through the night.
I do not remember much of the next few
days, except that in Marseilles, in a small pub
by the harbor, I had my first bouillabaisse. It
felt good, at last, to be away from the shoot
ing, and to this very day I cannot taste saffron
without being overtaken by a feeling of tran
quility.
After some time we left for Paris, where
Laboratorios Andromaco had a subsidiary.
The firm had branches in Latin America as
well, and it was our hope to join one of these.
The options were Brazil, Argentina, or
Uruguay. Our first choice was Argentina,
where my mother had a brother. But we did

father gave me a hug, but I was not to be
stilled. A door abruptly opened and out came
a middle-aged man, well groomed, with a
mustache. He headed straight for my father.
“Why is the boy crying?” he asked.
“He was frightened by the thunder,” said
my father.
“Oh you poor boy,” said the gentleman,
adding something to the effect that I should
not be scared, that lightning is good, that it
brings rain, and that rain makes the flowers
grow. And then, turning to my father, he
asked, “What are you here for?”
“A visa,” said my father.
“Come to my office,” said the gentleman,
and we followed him down the hall. Within
minutes we had our visa. Some sheets o f
paper changed hands, and there was some
rubber-stamping, but that was all there was to
it. We wondered later whether our benefactor
had been the ambassador himself.
It had stopped raining by the time we left
the Embassy. Happiness was written all over
my father’s face. I did not then fully under
stand, but 1 do now. We had won the lot
tery—the cruel lottery of survival...

not succeed in getting a visa to Argentina,
and the idea of emigrating to Brazil was dis
couraging to my parents, since it meant learn
ing yet another language. That left Uruguay,
but Andromaco was just getting established
there. So, we thought the only solution would
be to go to Brazil first, and from there even
tually to Argentina. That decision made, our
primary goal was to get our Brazilian visas.
My parents had enrolled us in a wonderful
French school, where my sister and I were
quick to learn the language. Madame Ludain,
the headmistress, a stunningly beautiful mid
dle-aged Parisian, had been sympathetic to
our plight as refugees, and had taken us in
even though the school was full. My class
mates, however, were not so kind. At their
hands I was to experience rejection, not for
being a Jew, but for being German. 1 was
taunted as “le boche," and it hurt. I learned
my first lesson in prejudice.
My father had been going to the Brazilian
Embassy every day, in hopes o f getting a
visa. The wait was long, for we were not the
only ones trying to get out of Europe in those
turbulent times. But as the days wore on, we
were beginning to despair. “Don’t give up,”
my mother urged, and one day added, “take
the boy along to the Embassy. He will help
you while away the time...”
So off to the Embassy we went. I remem
ber the weather being bleak that day, and the
Embassy frighteningly austere. I have a
vague recollection of others in the room, fel
low refugees with drawn faces. It started
raining suddenly, and there was lightning and
thunder. I liked storms, and I had fond mem
ories from Barcelona, where rain meant that
the sand in my sandbox would be wet and
good for sculpting. Suddenly, there was a
blinding flash, followed by a momentous
thunderclap. We reasoned later that the bolt
must have struck the Embassy or a building
nearby. I had only once heard a Sound of that
magnitude, and that was in the sandbox some
. weeks earlier. | began to cry, quietly at first,
and then audibly. Others seemed worried as
well, which only intensified my fear. I was no
longer sobbing but crying inconsolably. My

The Enemy
It was February 1937, and I was seven
years old. We had left Hitler’s Germany in
1933, spent the next three years in Barcelona,
fled to France at the outbreak of the Spanish
Civil War, and then, after finally getting the
right visas, left Europe for good. Our destina
tion was Uruguay, and we had made it at last.
The forced emigration had been rough on my
parents, but not on me. Travel meant being
out o f school much of the time, and school
was something I could do without. There
were, after all, benefits. Thanks to the fre
quent moves, I picked up German, Spanish,
and French, and learned to curse Hitler in
three languages.
But all that linguistic fluency was not
enough for my parents. I was to learn English
as well. “The boy is obviously destined to be
a scientist,” they decided, implying that I
would eventually need to study in America.
“We will place you in an English school,”
they said. “There is no better way to learn the
language.”
As luck would have it, there was such a
school within walking distance of our new
home. Miss Frances Hanna was the
schoolmistress, founder, and owner of the
establishment, and a formidable presence she
was. Irish by birth, and in her mid-50s, she
was of Anglican persuasion, and fiercely proBritish. She was also a disciplinarian, fair in
her dispensation o f justice, but tough. She
had two assistants but basically ran the school
by herself. There were fewer than 100
enrolled students spread over all classes. The
“International School” was a fully accredited
elementary school.
We were all afraid o f Miss Hanna, but
respected her as well. Though she was scant
in her praise, she recognized achievement
and hard work. Lying and cheating were the
ultimate crimes. Mistakes were tolerated, if
coupled with admission of guilt. But, depend
ing on the circumstances, even lapsing into
Spanish while school was in session was a
transgression punishable by having to stand

on your bench with hands behind your back
and eyes closed. I still believe that the fear of
heights that was to become the bane o f my
adult life, and which to this very day keeps
me from flying, was triggered by the dizzying
experience o f needing to keep my balance
without visual feedback on those hideousbenches.
Miss Hanna was fiercely patriotic. This
became particularly apparent after the out
break o f the war. It was required that we
arrive sharply on time in the morning, so as
not to miss assembly. With Miss Hanna at the
piano, and us students neatly sorted out by
size and arranged in rows behind her, we
intoned, not the Uruguayan national anthem,
but “God Save the King.” This was followed
by a rendition o f “ Rule Britannia” and a
recitation o f the Lord’s Prayer. We all
enjoyed assembly, because o f the singing,
and I do not recall anyone ever objecting on
political or religious grounds. Uruguay was,
after all, unabashedly anglophilic, and Britain
was bravely and single-handedly withstand
ing what could only be viewed as the most
monstrous of assaults.
In fact, all of us at the International School
were caught up in the pro-British fervor.
Things did not look good for Britain early on
in the war, but we eagerly shared news tidbits
in the hope that the tide might be turning.
Some of us boys regretted that we were not
old enough to volunteer for service with the
British forces. We all dreamed of eventually
joining the RAF.
Then, in December 1939, came the inci
dent o f the G rafSpee. The German pocket
battleship had been forced to seek refuge in
M ontevideo, after a sea battle with three
smaller British vessels, the Ajax, Achilles,
and Exeter. In accord with international law,
the GrafSpee had 72 hours to refuel and lick
its wounds in a neutral port. Rather than face
battle with what he judged to be unbeatable
British forces, Captain Hans Langsdorff o f
the G rafSpee chose the option of scuttling
his ship. On the evening of December 17,
1939, while still in shallow waters and in
view o f M ontevideo harbor, he lit the
charges. The explosion was monumental, and
is remembered vividly by all who were in
Montevideo at the time. The crewmembers of
the G ra f Spee had sought to make their
escape on a German freighter, the Tacoma,
but that attempt failed and most of them were
eventually interned in Uruguay. Captain
Langsdorff made it to Buenos Aires, where
he committed suicide. The battle of the Graf
Spee was the first naval victory for Britain in
World War II, and the event was celebrated
the world over by Britain’s friends.
For us youngsters at the International
School, having been so close to real action
was exhilarating. We spoke of little else for
days on end, and marveled at the bravery of
the British navy. My father had been on a
passenger liner on his way back from Brazil
when the G ra fS p ee blew up, and he had
sailed past the burning hulk only hours after
the event. I remember listening spellbound to
his eyewitness account.
Months went by, and the war intensified.
London was being blitzed, and there was gen
eral concern over the future course o f the
conflagration. I knew where I stood. I kept a
picture of Churchill on the wall above my
bed, together with photos o f virtually every
type o f airplane in the RAF. The images of
these planes were ingrained in my memory,
and I could, on moment’s notice, accurately
sketch a Spitfire, Hurricane, Lancaster, Bris
tol Blenheim, or Wellington. I liked to draw,
and I drew countless versions o f dogfights.
And every morning there was the invigorat
ing experience o f adding my voice to that
joyous rendition of “Rule Britannia.”
My parents and I avidly listened to news of
the war on the radio. I remember in particular
the day in May 1941, when the battleship
flood was sunk. The Hood was the flagship
o f the British navy, and it had gone down
with virtually its entire company o f fifteen
hundred men. The loss was a devastating one
continued on page 8
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Th ese presen tations are part of our ongoing series of re a d 
ings and talks in the W o m e n 's C o m m u n ity Building.

Sunday, February 13, 2:00 pm
Ed Kanze:
The W orld o f John Burroughs
Please join us for an event co-sponsored b y the Fingerlakes Land Trust.
John Burroughs w as one of the earliest and most articulate pioneers of
the American conservation m ovem ent, publishing t w e n ty -e ig h t books on
the natural w o rld during the height of the industrial revolution. In The
World o f John Burroughs Ed Kanze. himself a naturalist, writer and pho
tographer. celebrates and sheds new light on Burroughs' enormous con
tribution to how w e think about our environment - focusing not only on
his work, but also on Burroughs' m ulti-faceted personal life.

Sunday, February 20 at 2:00 pm
Andrea Harris:
O ther Sexes: R ew riting D ifferen ce
from W oolf to W interson
Oth e r Sexes: R e w ritin g D iffe re n c e fro m W o o lf to W interson explores
alternatives to the gender binary, male versus female, in fiction b y such
lu m in a rie s as V ir g in ia W o o l f . D ju n a B arnes. M arian n e H a u s e r, and
Jeanette Winterson. Harris will challenge us to expand our w a y of think
ing about sexual difference, b y examining fiction that sketches the con
tours of a w orld w h e re genders, sexes, and sexualities proliferate and
multiply.
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49. Enjoy Cayuga,
perhaps
51. Philosopher
52. 1le started the WPA
55. Surprise
59. Kona roast
00. Red as
61. "
there..."
62. Fall
63. Docks
64. White

A cross

1. Karly man
5. Ships
10. Later!
14. Late night host
15.
with liquor
1R. Alimony recipients
17.Trial VII’
20. Stout
21. Teen woe
22. Erode
23. Brought up
D own
24. T hunder god
1.
Mater
2R. Kind o f cow
2. Give a hand
29. Resumes
3. Deal preceder
32. Medicinal plant
4. Simpson's bartender
3.3. Famed physicist
5. jazzed up
34. "___ the walrus"
6. Antelope
36. Social framework
7. Shade of green
40. Act human?
8. Morning moisture
41. A crowd?
9. Star Wars
42. Skim
10. Incumbency
43. Handy guy?
11. Cans
45. Title role for Jennifer
12.Trial
Lopez
13. Fool
47. Salon offering
18. Not well?
48. Erase
19. Cancer, for one

2!L_____ Rabbit
24. Laconic
25.____sapiens
26. Not out
27. Frighten
28. 1986 Stallone lilm
29. Allude
30. Dorothy to Fm
31. Old Scratch
33. Chat room
35. Talking pet
37. In and of
38. Best Actress of 1987
39. Man, for one
44. Act like a baby?
45. Points ot interest
46. Foil
48. Hose
49. Turn
50. jai _
51. Role for Hoskins
52. Fido's foe
53. Where seconds count?
54. Russo of lilm
55. Deli order
56. Grammy category
57. Sash
58. Small shot

THE REAL STORY OF THE SEX SCANDAL
THAT NEARLY BROUGHT DOWN A PRESIDENT

¥

RANDOM HOUSE • 422 PAGES • $25.9G CLOTH

Do you speak Spanish os n Second Language?
Ha estudiado Fspariol o viajado por paises de habla Fspanola y desea mejorar su conversa
tion o simpleinente Practicarlo? Si es asi dene la posibilidad de integrarse a nuestro grupo
de conversation. Hablaremor de I.iteratura, politica, cuitiira y de los temas cpie sean de su
interes. Coordina: Rafael 1). Sutari.
Rafael D. Sucari is a writer from Argentina. He currently teaches Spanish at BOCES and CUSLAR. Tel: 26900585 E-mail: rsucari@usa.net
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Ithaca Piano Rebuildeps
(607)272-6547
310 4th St, Ithaca (off Hancock St, 2 blocks from Rte 13)
Complete rebuilding services,
no job too big or too small.
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The cure for
the common cure.
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If 'traditional' cold medicines
leave you feeling groggy,
try an herbal remedy from
CreenStar. We have everything
to ease and prevent cold and
flu. Plus, a knowledgeable
sta ff for all your questions.
Non-members are always welcome.
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GreenAtar Cooperative Market
Comer of Seneca and Fulton
Open Dally 9-9 273-9392

10-2
Crispy Corn Fritters
Lemon Souffle Pancakes
Farmhouse Breakfast
Eggs Benedict
Waffles & Compote
O m elettes with
Breadbasket
Roasted Garlic Potatoes
Chicken-Apple Sausages
Specials change d a ily
Dewitt Mall, Ithaca

273-3473
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The Trip to Germany
Gail Holst-Warhafl
The music called rebetiko (or rembetiko,
plural rebetika) originated in Asia Minor, in
the cities o f Smyrna (Izmir) and Istanbul at
the end o f the 19th century and was carried
from there to the ports o f Greece. After the
Greco-Turkish war o f 1920-22, the peace
settlement called for an exchange o f popula
tions between G reece and Turkey. All
Orthodox Christians were to leave Turkey
and be resettled in Greece; all Muslims were
to be returned to Turkey. A million refugees
flooded into Greece, increasing its popula
tion by approximately one quarter. Most of
the refugees arrived with nothing but the
clothes they were wearing. For years they
squatted in settlements on the outskirts of
Athens that later becam e suburbs with
names like New Smyrna and New Ionia.
Some drifted into the underworld or smoked
hashish in the teke's or hashish dens that dot
ted the Piraeus area. Others were skilled
musicians who landed jobs in the musical
cafes that were popular in Athens. The songs
the refugees performed were often nostalgic
laments for their lost homeland or songs of
disappointed love. There were also humor
ous songs about the underw orld and the
milieu o f the hashish smokers. In the early
1930s, a quartet o f musicians, two of them
refugees, one from Piraeus and one from the
island o f Syros, got together to perform
songs they had written about the pleasures of
smoking the hookah, about the life o f the
Piraeus backstreets and the tough guys
known as manghes who inhabited them.
Soon the quartet was the sensation of Athens
and recording companies began marketing
the new, tough, bouzouki songs as rebetika.
Because o f their references to hashish and
the underworld, the rebetika were regarded
as disreputable by many Greeks, but like the
Argentine tango, the songs were also appeal
ing precisely because they described a world
which few respectable Greeks inhabited. At
least in the songs, women hung out with
sharply-dressed, knife-toting men who got
high on hashish and danced their blues
away. Under the b rief regime o f General
Metaxas (1937-40), songs that referred to
drugs were banned, bouzouki players were
exiled or jailed , and the hashish dens o f
Piraeus were dem olished. But the songs
endured with cleaned-up lyrics. Since the
1960s they have been embraced by intellec
tuals, artists and young people as a national
treasure.
The trip to Germany was a disaster from
the beginning. The trouble started when I
asked Petsas whether Kirom itis was still
playing and how I could get in touch with
him. Petsas asked what for and I was foolish
enough to tell him it was for a tour o f Ger
many. Petsas said Kiromitis was sick but he
would personally take me to meet him and if
anyone could persuade him to play in a band
he, Petsas, was the one. Kiromitis was a leg
end. He wore wide ties and dark glasses and
was rumored to have been a pimp in his
younger days. On the other hand, h e’d
played and sung with Vanivakaris and the
Piraeus Quartet. That made him the Greek
equivalent o f Blind l?emon Jefferson. I
couldn’t believe my luck.
I had forgotten that Petsas gave me the
creeps. We met in a cafe near Syntagm a
Square, one o f those desolate cafes built for
a better clientele than they get. The smell of
his cologne had already overpowered the
smoke of the cigarettes left burning in ash
trays by the waiters as they served coffee or
made desultory forays into the square to
attract foreign customers. Petsas was wear
ing a ridiculous plaid tam-o’-shanter and one
of those cut-off English driving-coats that
made him look unnecessarily short. He
flashed his dentures briefly to me while his
eyes stayed cool as two little black buttons
behind his gold-rimmed glasses. As soon as
I sat down he began to pump me for infor
mation about the tour, especially about
money. I told him there wouldn’t be much. It

w asn’t a com m ercial tour— my book on
rebetika music was coming out in German
and the publisher had managed to organize a
few concerts. Even for a token amount of
money, Petsas told me he’d decided to come
along too, just because he and I were old col
leagues (we’d played in the same band for
two weeks once) and he liked to support his
friends, and because Kirom itis would be
much more likely to agree to join the group if
he knew that an experienced musician like
Petsas was on board. It looked as if I was
stuck with Petsas. At least he’d be my entree
to Kiromitis: no Kiromitis, no Petsas. I made
up my mind about that.
He rang me a few days later to say we’d
have to meet Kiromitis at his house because
he was sick in bed.
“He still wants to come on the tour—he’s
just a bit sick at the moment. I’ll meet you on
Thursday—we’ll take a cab to Piraeus.”
When I saw Kiromitis I knew he wouldn’t
be coming to Germany. He looked terrible.
His face was halfway between gray and yel

“You mean the old-tim er from Aegina
who makes the long-handled baglamas? I
remember him from years ago...but he hasn’t
played for ages. And w e’ve never played
with him. He’s not a professional... wouldn’t
know the repertoire...”
By now I was getting tired of having my
tour organized for me. I told him the German
publisher especially wanted Thanassis
because he was important in the book and his
face, in the photograph, looked so like her
idea of the rebetix, the Greek equivalent of a
blues musician. Besides, he happened to be
my friend. Thanassis I was prepared to hold
out for.
Petsas and Kalfopoulos exchanged looks.
Kalfopoulos laid a soft, manicured hand over
mine.
“O.K. kid, we’ll have him along as a char
acter from the old days. He writes songs,
doesn’t he? He can play a couple o f things
by him self and w e’ll carry the rest o f the
show.”
It wasn’t clear how much of this Kiromitis

The a u th o r w ith re h e tik o p la y e rs , 197*.)

low, and his voice, which had always been
rasping, sounded like it did on one of his own
scratchy 78 rpm recordings from the '30s. As
we sat around his bed talking and making
believe he would be coming to Germany, his
wife leaned across to Petsas and whispered
that they hadn't told him he was dying— he
didn’t even know he had cancer. Petsas went
ahead as if he hadn’t heard a word. He asked
me what lead bouzouki player I was planning
to bring. When 1 mentioned the name of a
bouzouki player I liked, he and Kiromitis
both shook their heads.
“He played all right in his day,” said Pet
sas, “but he’s a drunk. You can’t trust him on
the platform. I’ve seen him fall right off it,
and you never know when he’s going to dis
appear just before a performance.”
He lowered his voice to a stage whisper.
“ Kirom itis w on’t play with him, he only
plays with Kalfopoulos. I told Kalfopoulos
to come by—he’s a much more professional
player than Jordanis— he’s played in South
Africa for years...”
Petsas went ahead with what seemed to be
his private tour plan while I sat there won
dering what I wasvdoing in this overheated
sickroom. Kiromitis’s wife, who showed no
sign o f what she felt about him or us, disap
peared to answer the doorbell.
K alfopoulos’s cologne was not just
stronger than P etsas’s. It caught in your
throat like disinfectant. He was taller than
Petsas and wore thick-rimmed, blue-tinted
glasses and a pale gray suit with a silk tie. I
took one look at him and realized he was
going to be more trouble than Petsas. He bent
briefly over the sickbed:
“Stelios, you’re going to be fine. We'll be
off to Germany together, you’ll see. Like old
times.”
Kiromitis looked, for a moment, as if he
believed him.
Kalfopoulos shook my hand and began
asking me what the tour was about and
where we’d be playing, as if it was all settled.
I made the m istake o f m entioning that I
intended to bring Thanassis.

followed, or whether he ever intended to
come to Germ any. By the tim e we left
Piraeus I was stuck with two musicians, nei
ther of whom I wanted, Thanassis had been
relegated to the category of a colorful char
acter, and there was just a chance we might
be joined by a dying celebrity.
Kalfopoulos’s car was parked outside. It
was long American sedan with leather
upholstery. He asked if he could drive me
home. The thought of being shut up in a car
with all that cologne was almost too much
for me, but it was dark and cold and a long
way to the train station. As he drove,
Kalfopoulos told me that in the days when
bouzouki players were kings, he had owned
a white Rolls Royce. The chief of the mili
tary junta, Colonel Papadopoulos, had tried
to buy it from him but he refused to sell.
I had missed the phenomenon o f the
“ Rebetika Sw ells” but I knew about the
money that was thrown at the feet o f the
bouzouki players in the fifties and early six
ties. A month’s wages for a chance to dance
a solo zebekiko in front o f a Zambetas, or a
Hiotis, and the floor of the club strewn with
drachma bills as customers showed their
enthusiasm for the dancer. Money and the
shards o f dozens o f white plates swept up
and sifted by the waiters, money earned in
the factories of Germany, the steel refineries
of Eastern Australia, the diners o f Chicago
and Detroit, in the card games that went on
all night around the center of Athens. Those
days were over. A good bouzouki player
could still earn enough to live on, but musi
cians weren’t the kings o f Athens any more.
If they had been, Petsas and Kalfopoulos
would not be muscling in on a tour of Ger
many with no commercial prospects. I asked
Kalfopoulos to let me off a few blocks from
my apartment and tried to shake the smell of
his cologne before I opened my door. It
could be worse, I told myself. At least I had
a band.
It was no surprise to get a call from
Kalfopoulos the next day telling me Kiromi
tis was too sick to travel, and that we were

bringing another bouzouki player and
singer. His name was Skarpelis. I’d never
heard o f him, but I was assured he was
just what we wanted; he even looked the
part o f a rebetika player. I called my pub
lisher in Berlin and said we were ready to
travel. She said she was pre-paying our
tickets with Syrian Airlines. Thanassis
refused to fly. He’d never flown in his life
and didn’t intend to. He would set out a
day ahead of us by train and I was to meet
him at the main Berlin railway station.
Thanassis lived on the island o f Aegina.
He had also lived for twenty-five years in
Greenwich village. He jumped ship just
after the war and managed to make a liv
ing building instrum ents and playing
bouzouki in Greek clubs around New
York. If I hadn’t met Thanassis I wouldn’t
have written the book, or at least not the
way I did. He’d talked to me about the old
days in Piraeus, about hashish dens and
the characters o f the underworld. He’d
played to me, taught me a little bouzouki,
danced an occasional zebekiko with his
winter overcoat balanced carefully over
his shoulders and drunk a lot of wine with
me. I was never quite sure how old
Thanassis was, but he must have been in
his seventies then. He reminded me of my
father. They both had thin bodies that
showed off clothes to advantage.
A journalist wanted to take some pic
tures o f us all before we left. Thanassis
had caught the early boat from the island
and we met at a cafe in Monastiraki. He
took one look at the trio sitting at the table
and whispered to me, “What have we got
ourselves in for!” To be fair, they proba
bly thought the same. Thanassis was
wearing his usual brown, broad-brimmed
Borsalino, a long dark coat and glistening
shoes, but somehow he looked shrunken
and older. 1 was young, female, foreign
and in charge of an expedition that might
as well have been to the North Pole. We
were introduced to Skarpelis, who had a
thin line of black moustache that spread a
little beyond his mouth and gave his per
manent smile an extra inch. Everyone is
smiling in the picture the journalist took
that day. Thanassis must be making a
joke. He’s looking at me and I’m manag
ing to look as if I’m having fun, but I’m
nervous and wishing 1 was traveling by
train with him instead o f heading for
Berlin the next night with three strangers
on a Syrian plane.
When 1 took him to the station that
night Thanassis warned me to be on my
guard. “You’ll have trouble with those
three,” he said darkly. Years o f smoking
dope had made Thanassis thoroughly
paranoid so I only half listened. 1 was
more worried about what would happen if
I missed him at the railway station in
Berlin. His English may have been func
tional in New York, but I doubted if a
non-American would make head or tail of
it. It was full o f colloquialisms like “Oh
boy!” “justa coupl’a blaks,” and “plenty a
money.”
We made it to Berlin with no mishaps
and were met by Gisela who took us all to
her spare white apartm ent for tea.
Kalfopoulos and Petsas had been pump
ing me about where they were going to
stay. Gisela told me to tell them they were
in for a surprise. The director o f the
Bethanien Center had arranged for them
to be the guests of the city. They were to
stay at a very famous place and should
realize it was a great honor. This made no
impression on my musicians who were
eager to go wherever it was straight away.
“ We must wait to be taken there by the
director o f the Bethanien,” Gisela told
them. “We will meet him there at 5 p.m.”
Thanassis looked exhausted but tri
umphant when I met him at the railway
station. I was so pleased to see him I
embarrassed him by throwing my arms
around him. When we both recovered he
continued on page 10
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Lockdown America
Police and Prisons in the Age erf Crisis.
By Christian Parenti.
Verso, 1999.
290 pages, $25.
Race for Justice
Mumia Abu-Jamal's Fight Against the
Death Penalty.
By Leonard Weinglass.
Common Courage Press, 1995.
272 pages, $15.

Paul Sawyer
In a recent article on George W. Bush, The
New York Times noted that Texas has per
formed fully one-third o f all executions in
the nation since the Supreme Court reinsti
tuted the death penalty 23 years ago and that
Governor Bush has presided over the execu
tions o f 112, far more than any governor.
The rate o f executions has increased since
Bush became governor, in part because of a
law he signed in 1995 that (in the phrasing of
the Times) “ stream lined the appeals
process.”
The Texas system for capital crimes has
been called by its critics “the most merciless
and unfair in the 38 states with a death
penalty” (members of the state parole board,
who make clem ency decisions, fax their
votes separately to a central location, in
secret, without discussion). But the governor
has resisted three legislative attem pts to
change this and other features of the system.
One admirer o f the Texas system is the
other prominent son of the man who made
Willie Horton famous—Governor Jeb Bush
of Florida who has submitted a proposal to
speed up the death penalty in his state, in
emulation o f his brother. According to the
Times, Governor Jeb complained to a caucus
meeting o f the “g rie f’ he was receiving in
the Florida press for his proposal: ‘“ But
somebody needs to be standing up for the
families o f these victim s,’ he said” (NYT,
January 7).
Cut to Washington, where President Bill
Clinton recently held a dinner in honor of
Ruben “H urricane” C arter, the form er
heavyweight boxer who has been exonerat
ed of a triple murder after years on death row
and is now the subject o f a movie and two
books. At the dinner, Clinton called Carter
“an inspiration.” But in an op-ed page in the
Times, one of the boxer’s lawyers remarked
that future Carters will languish in prison
because of a law signed by Clinton himself.
This is the Anti-Terrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act of 1996, which mandates
that federal appeals courts can reverse a
lower court’s ruling on a capital case only if
they find that the previous ruling would
seem unreasonable to any reasonable sub
ject—a standard of judgment so high that the
law effectually blocks any federal appeal of
a state decision (NYT, January 10). The
Supreme Court is expected to rule on the act
in two to three months.
Cut back once more to the presidential
campaign of 1992. There, candidate Clinton
absented him self from the critical New
Hampshire primary in order to preside per
sonally over the execution in Arkansas of
Ricky Ray Rector, a brain-damaged murder
er. In Lockdown America, Christian Parenti
quotes this contemporary account o f Rec
tor’s last night:
[Rector] carefully put aside the slice of pecan
pie that came with his last meal. Rector always
liked to eat his dessert right before bedtime,
and he apparently expected to return to his cell
for his pie after he had received the lethal injec
tion ordered by [Clinton]...Just hours before he
died, Rector told [his attorney]: “I’m going to
vote for Clinton in the fall” (64).
What, one w onders, would a Rip Van
Winkle asleep since the '60s make o f the
news bits I have just juxtaposed—or of this
strange new breed o f political leader, so
affable and so brutal? Like Rip Van Winkle,
we are continually waking up to the strange

ness o f our contemporary world and its lan
guage. Since the ’60s, we have experienced
history differently; profound changes occur
off the front pages and far away, like weath
er patterns, obeying an obscure logic and
leaving their residue in coinages like “glob
alization,” “global warming,” “de-industrialization,” “post-modernism.” Americans are
also beginning to wake up to the present
state o f our prison system—that, for exam
ple, we lock up more people proportionately
than any nation in the world but Russia, that
our prison population has tripled since the
1980s, that most of that increase is in nonvi
olent offenders.
As a guide to this set o f problems, Lockdown America is invaluable. Its title, though,
is misleading, because the book concerns far
more than prisons or than any specific abuse.
Its subtitle makes clear that for Parenti,
“police” and “prisons” are two terms that
constitute part o f a general crisis in our
social system. Parenti treats this crisis not as
a set of weather trends but as a story with a
complex explanation, one that profoundly
illuminates every aspect of our political life.

The true aim o f this extremely important
book is to show how and why America has
evolved into what he calls a dem ocratic
police state.
Parenti begins his account with “zero tol
erance,” or “quality o f life” policing as it
was developed by William Bratton, the for
mer Police Com m issioner o f New York.
According to Bratton’s idea, if law enforce
ment cracks down immediately and massive
ly on relatively minor infractions, it can pre
vent serious crimes from occurring. When he
was in charge o f the City Transit Police,
Bratton re-outfitted his rank-and-file with
nine-millimeter semiautomatic handguns,
then organized them to go after turnstyleleapers in undercover squads o f up to ten.
Instead o f merely ticketing “fare-beaters,”
Bratton’s transit cops rounded people up,
held them in paddy wagons until full,
booked them , som etim es held them
overnight. “Taking back the subways”—
mainly from the homeless and other indi
gents—was the prelude to a series of mini
campaigns instituted by Rudolph Giuliani in
1994 as part o f what Parenti calls the
mayor’s “pacification program.” First came
the war on “squeegee operators” (unem 
ployed men who used to wash the wind
shields of cars stopped in traffic, sometimes
to the annoyance of drivers); then the war on
youthful truants from public schools; then

the war on prostitution and porno shops;
and so on. Although Giuliani’s paranoid
belligerence might make him seem anom
alous, Parenti is careful to show the precise
social logic o f quality-of-life policing and
therefore its popularity among a growing
number of cities. For example, in the case
o f the campaign against truants:
It was a masterful orchestration of disparate
social forces...multiple layers of public and
private social control— from the press to
jails—acting in concert to form a totalizing
net of surveillance, enforcement, and intimi
dation. Perhaps archaeologists of a future
world will someday read the records of such
campaigns as the deranged youth initiation
ceremonies they are. What do kids learn from
such treatment? How to be cuffed; how to
shield one’s face when paraded before the
press; in short how to act like a criminal. But
in 1990s New York turning police power
against children made perfect sense (78).
Treating more and more activities as
criminal— leaping turnstyles, open drink

ing, “disorderly” offenses like playing
music or throwing footballs in the street
(the offense which caused the death o f
young Anthony Baez in 1995)— is one step
in criminalizing the young; another is to
enfold the offender into a system o f sur
veillance. In the words of one of Giuliani’s
supercops: “Your open beer lets me check
your ID” (89). This insight has been partic
ularly useful in the outrage of racial profil
ing and in California’s war against gangs,
both o f which make a dead letter o f the
Fourth Amendment. For exam ple, anti
gang task forces can use statutes that pro
hibit “loitering with intent to sell narcotics’*
as an excuse to interview, search, and run
checks on virtually anyone occupying pub
lic space. As the result of street interviews,
a youngster can be “gang-labeled” accord
ing to any of ten official criteria— includ
ing associating with known gang members,
using a gang handshake or wearing gang
clothes. “This sort o f ‘intelligence gather
ing,”’ Parenti writes, “does not merely ‘dis
cover’ delinquency, but rather by its very
nature produces criminal identities, and
thus justifies ever more layers o f aggres
sive, invasive, and brutal policing” (121).
The second chief feature o f the democra
tic police state is the general use o f para
military policing— “enforcement using the
equipment, training, rhetoric, and group

tactics o f w ar” (112). The Violent Crime
Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 is
the measure chiefly responsible for the vast
increase o f supercops and equipm ent; it
answers Clinton’s grim call to put a hundred
thousand more police on the streets by issuing
$8.8 billion in policing grants to states over
six years, as well as $7.9 billion in grants to
build new prisons—a financial device which,
once the grant money expires, obliges states
to continue the financing on their own or face
politically unpopular cutbacks. As a result of
this kind o f funding, the nation now has
(among other elite groups) 30,000 SWAT
team s— heavily-equipped tactical units,
many o f them all-white, which were created
to deal with crisis situations but are now used
increasingly for routine policing of neighbor
hoods inhabited by people o f color. The
SWAT team o f Fresno, California—the most
aggressive in the nation— mounted its first
sweep o f a gang-infested area dressed in
“gray jungle camouflage, military helmets,
bulletproof vests, ski masks, goggles, combat
boots, and armed with AR-15s, MP-5s, attack
dogs, ‘flash-bang’ stun grenades, smoke
bombs, tear gas, pepper spray, metal clubs,
and less-than-lethal ‘blunt traum a ordi
nances’” (114). Parenti fills his pages with
accounts of massive and highly coordinated
assaults, using phrases like “counterinsur
gency,” “search-and-destroy,” “colonial war
fare,” and “electronic battlefield” to show
that the new supercops com prise what is
essentially an army o f occupation.
Throughout, Parenti is careful to acknowl
edge the seriousness of some urban crime—
the poor are after all its chief victims; and he
concedes, at least in the case o f New York,
that Bratton’s policing was one likely factor
in the decline in crime rates. But against this
achievement he weighs the inevitable rise in
human rights abuses. Because SWAT teams
typically act with suddenness, in overwhelm
ing numbers, in order to surprise and disori
ent, some victims o f SWAT shootings are
simply people who think they are being
robbed. In New York, brutality complaints
have jumped 62% in Giuliani’s reign. In the
well-publicized Amadou Diallo case, four
m em bers o f the elite undercover Street
Crimes Unit shot 41 bullets at the unarmed
immigrant, striking him nineteen times. (At a
news conference following massive protests,
Giuliani announced that the NYPD would
from now on be using hollow point rounds in
their sem iautom atics— bullets banned in
international w arfare which expand upon
contact, blowing holes in human flesh [109].)
In the chapter “ Policing the Themepark
City,” Parenti argues that one function of the
new urban warfare is to make cities safe and
clean for business expansion, as in the case of
downtown conference centers, and for the
onward army o f gentrifiers. In the battle of
Tompkins Square Park, the NYPD spent days
besieging squatters in five city-owned build
ings, then finally burned the buildings down,
“destroying them in order to save them ”
(105).
In San Francisco, where the Diggers once
gave out free food near Golden Gate Park and
where the homeless now represent a larger
proportion o f the population than that of any
American city, the police of Mayor Frank Jor
dan endlessly ticketed homeless sleepers in
pre-dawn raids, crushed their shanties, shop
ping carts and other worldly possessions with
bulldozers and garbage trucks, and even
attacked and jailed the group Food Not
Bombs, which tries to give away free food
(102). But within the ghetto itself, paramili
tary policing serves another purpose: control
ling whole communities by terror. In 1998,
ninety city and state police staged a predawn
raid on a cooperative housing project in San
Francisco. The next day at the station house,
a train of furious and sobbing African American
victims recounted...how police officers slapped
and kicked them, stepped on their necks, and
pressed pistol and shotgun muzzles to their
heads as other officers ransacked their homes,
up-turning beds and ripping open closets.
Among those held at gun point were city
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employees and grandmothers; scores of people
with no charges against them were ‘flexcuffed,’ including weeping and terrified chil
dren as young as six, some of whom urinated
in their pajamas as they were separated from
their parents. Police Chief Fred Lau explained
this last touch—cuffing the kids—was to keep
them from “running around” (126).
This raid, incidentally, took place during the
mayoralty o f Willie Brown, formerly the
outspoken African-American Speaker of the
California House.
But the severest and m ost system atic
“zero tolerance abuses” recorded by Parenti
are those suffered by Mexican immigrants.
The INS, the Border Patrol, and many other
allied agencies perform their “theatrics of
terror” through periodical round-ups o f doc
umented and undocumented aliens, protract
ed detention, and massive deportations on
trivial infractions, all supported by a scape
goating anti-immigration movement fanned
by politicians. In one raid in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming, 153 Mexican immigrants were
rounded up, corralled, and branded on the
forearms with large numbers, while the nondocumented were deported in a manurestrewn cattle truck.
The war against im m igrants can be
explained fairly obviously in functionalist
terms: in order to maintain a docile supply of
low-paid labor for the most dangerous and
dirty jobs, police terrorize immigrants with
the ever-present threat of deportation, occa
sionally sacrificing individual businesses for
the benefit o f the class o f employers as a
whole.
For Parenti, this fact distinguishes the
oppression of immigrants from the oppres
sion o f inner-city people of color: whereas
one group is econom ically useful to an
exploiting class, the other is a problem pre
cisely because it is useless— a population
“made redundant, chewed up, spat-out and
shunted aside by the quest for p ro fit”
(106)— a key insight to which Parenti
returns at the conclusion of the book.
The end-product, as it were, of zero-toler
ance policing—o f all the paramilitary equip
ment, the massive sweeps, the newly crimi
nalized offenses; the longer sentences, the
vast enhancements o f information-gathering
and surveillance— is of course the incarcer
ated population, which by its expansion has
created a growth industry o f prison-building
and related services and a cadre o f correc
tional em ployees w hich, through their
unions, can now influence political deci
sions on their own. (In the past decade, the
cost of new prisons was about seven billion
dollars a year; 122 new prisons were begun
in 1996 alone.)
The most harrowing pages o f Lockdown
America contain Parenti’s account o f Corco
ran State Prison, the super-maximum securi
ty lockup in central California that became
the subject of a well-publicized FBI investi
gation in the 1990s. From 1989-1998, Cor
coran CO’s (correctional officers) shot and
killed thirty-nine prisoners, only one o f
whom was armed. The carnage was abetted
by a seem ingly liberal C alifornia state
prison policy which at Corcoran turned into
gruesome rituals—the policy o f deliberately
putting opposed racial groups o f prisoners
together in the yard. The investigation
showed that the mostly white CO’s at Cor
coran promoted these confrontations into a
form o f gladiatorial com bat, viewed and
videotaped by guards who in some cases bet
on the outcomes. In one videotaped exam
ple, Preston Tate, a black prisoner on roundthe-clock lockup, is attacked in the yard by
two angry Hispanic prisoners; after several
seconds o f violent fisticuffs, a round from a
guard’s sem iautom atic rifle blows open
Tate’s skull.
This and other examples o f spectacular,
race-driven sadism may make Corcoran
State unusual in the American prison sys
tem. Much more typical is a policy o f
divide-and-conquer, in which the “auto
destructive” behavior o f racial gangs is
ignored or even exacerbated by C O ’s as a
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means o f better controlling the prison popu
lation—a microcosmic version of the larger
social strategy outside the walls that is the
general topic o f the book. This is one guid
ing theme in the chapters on prisons; the
other is a brilliant examination o f what has
come to be called the “ prison-industrial
com plex,” the interlocking system o f forprofit prison corporations, public subsidies,
non-unionized COs, and a related practice of
remunerating prison labor at meaninglessly
low rates. (At Auburn Correctional Facility
in upstate New York, the average hourly pay
actually received by prisoners is about 42
cents.)
Recent critics o f the prison-industrial
complex have argued that the growth in pris
ons is ultimately motivated by opportunities
for private profit. Indeed, it would be impos
sible to disagree with the view that the prison
boom has brought a modicum o f prosperity,
and thousands of jobs, to the depressed rural
communities where most new prisons are
built, and that the interests of the rural prison
economy have taken on an economic life of
their own. But in a carefully argued refuta
tion, Parenti shows in jh e first place that
prison-produced goods have actually turned
out to be" too expensive for the producers,
however low the labor costs; and in the sec
ond place, that a combination of bad public
ity and the organized opposition of state and
federal CO’s unions has probably checked
the growth in for-profit prisons.
W hat Parenti calls the “m uckraking
approach”—the valid but limited attempt to
correlate social abuses directly with individ
ual greed—yields in his account to a struc
tural analysis which rests on the concept of
policing an economically superfluous group.
This insight generates a powerful interpreta
tion of recent American history.
In the story Parenti tells, in the later sixties
a combination of economic developments—
increased competition from abroad, a strong
union movement, high employment, and a
wave o f environmental regulations passed
by the N ixon-era Congress— ate into the
profit margins o f American corporations.
Capital regained the level of profits to which
it had been accustomed, first by the sharp
recession, engineered in 1979 by Paul Volcker, Chairm an o f the Federal Reserve
Board, and then by the economic re-structur
ing o f the Reagan years. Capital requires
poverty— specifically in the form of a class
o f unemployed who exert a downward pres
sure on the wages o f the em ployed and
weaken the power o f unions. According to
Parenti, the “anti-crime binge” of the 1980s
came not in response to domestic disorder
(which in the sixties had produced an earlier
law-and-order reaction under Nixon) but to a
“ newly im poverished and im m iserated”
class:
But the criminal justice buildup was not neces
sarily designed with class racial containment as
its sole aim. In many ways the incarceration
binge is simply the policy by-product of rightwing electoral rhetoric. As economic restruc
turing created a social crisis for blue collar
America, politicians found it necessary and
useful to speak to domestic anxieties; they had
to articulate the trouble their constituents were
facing, but in politically acceptable forms
which would avoid blaming corporate greed
and capitalist restructuring. This required
scapegoats...And so it was in the 1980s that
people of color and the poor (usually conflated
as one category) came under renewed ideolog
ical assault (168).
The contradiction of poverty in a capitalist
system, then, is that capitalism requires and
even creates poverty (“surplus popula
tions”), yet it is simultaneously threatened
by disruption from those populations:
“Prison and criminal justice are about man
aging these irreconcilable contradictions”
(238-239).
O f all the numbers in this statistically rich
book, the following seem to me the most sig
nificant:
• In 1994, only 29% of all prison admis
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sions were for violent crimes; 31% were for
“property offenses” (robbery, larceny, etc);
and 39% were for nonviolent crimes (30%
for drug offenses and 9% for “public order
offenses,” such as drunk driving and
weapons possession) (167).
• The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 legis
lated mandatory minimum sentences of five
years for possession o f 100 grams of heroin,
500 grams of cocaine, and only five grams
o f crack. African Americans are more fre
quently arrested for possession of crack than
of powder cocaine (57).
• African Americans (12% o f the popula
tion) represent 13% of monthly drug users,
35% o f drug arrests, 55% o f drug convic
tions, and 74% o f all drug prisoners (239).
• About a third o f all black males under
age 30 are either in prison, awaiting trial, or
on probation. Mainly because of drug and
prostitution cases, the fastest growing group
of imprisoned people is black women (their
rate rose 828% in the four years from 19861991).
• Although unemployment figures for all
groups declined significantly in the 1990s,
official figures do not include those who
have stopped actively searching for work or
who are otherwise out of the work force. If
one adds to the official unemployment fig
ure for blacks in 1997 (which was 8.5%) the
figures for “discouraged” African American
workers and the enormous number in pris
ons, the total percentage reaches 25.2%
(239; the figure appears in D ollars and
Cents, November 1, 1998).
Figures like these crucially illuminate not
just the fate o f the groups represented but
the very nature o f our socio-economic sys
tem. They underm ine, for exam ple, the
now -standard assum ptions about the
“strength” o f the American economy as
compared to the W estern European
econom ies, where unem ploym ent still
exceeds 10% in many countries. And when
we also recall that no Western European
nation has more than a fraction of the per
centage of imprisoned citizens that the U.S.
has, and that none has the death penalty,
then we can grasp how profoundly diver
gent, unique, and characteristic has been the
American “solution” to soclafconflict with
in the community o f nations to which we
most like to compare ourselves. Parenti
summarizes this solution as follows: “The
emerging anti-crime police state...though
not necessarily planned as such, is the form
o f class control currently preferred by
[American] elites because it does not entail
the dangerous side effects of empowerment
associated with the co-optative welfare
model” (241). In short: the new police state
has become our alternative to social democ
racy; and its most significant enabling terms
are race and drugs.
How did this catastrophe happen? Why
have most people been aware from time to
time of its symptoms but rarely o f its extent?
I write these words on the national holiday
that celebrates the birth o f Martin Luther
King, Jr., in a country where people get tear
ful listening to the “ I Have a Dream ”
speech; a country that made Bill Cosby the
highest-paid TV entertainer of his time and
that buys its books at the bidding of Oprah
Winfrey; that promoted the two “Michaels”
into international superstars and that made
popular successes of movies on the Amistad
mutiny, the Goodman-Schwerner-Chaney
murders, Malcolm X, “Hurricane” Carter,
and a fictional, saintly black man on Death
Row.
Historians of the future will have to re
construct imaginatively the extent to which
the media conglomerates in our time, and
the social consciousness o f most Ameri
cans, re-interpret class as a two-fold divi
sion, a kind of life-space inhabited by “us”
(the generic and the normal) on the one
hand, and a crim inal “ underclass” o f
deviants on the other. This bifurcation o f
class, as Parenti calls it, is activated by the
figure of the “racialized other.”
continued on page 11

Nothing Left to Lose
Joe M ic e li
The circumstances that produced the Atti
ca uprising in 1971— lack o f programs, stall
assaults on prisoners, over-crowding, sub
human living conditions, continuous harass
ment, a sense of hopelessness and lack of
faith in the crim inal justice system —are
once again building toward an explosive cri
sis in the prison system , only this time
nationwide.
This extremely volatile mix, guaranteed
to cause riots and work strikes, is the result
o f greed-driven prison expansion policies
pursued by politicians and the Department
of Correctional Services. For example, even
when prisoners have fulfilled every possible
requirement for release, parole board offi
cials consistently refuse to grant paroles. To
make matters worse, Governor George Pataki has been implicated in a parole scandal:
two parole board members, recently indicted
by a Federal court in the Southern District of
New York, testified that they were ordered
by Pataki to parole select inmates whose rel
atives had donated large amounts of money
to the governor’s election campaign. Not
surprisingly, this revelation o f paroles for
sale in New York, and the recognition that
money, rather than positive program partici
pation, determ ines whether an inmate is
freed, has caused widespread outrage among
prisoners whose sentences have been arbi
trarily and repeatedly extended.
Another factor contributing to the sense of
desperation and hopelessness inmates feel
today is a growing awareness o f the role
convicts themselves play in prison expan
sion. In effect, each facility has a major
work force made up wholly of convicts who
run the complex they are housed in. Prison
ers clean, cook, sew, do laundry, and per
form clerical tasks. They mop floors, scrub
toilets, shovel snow. They work and paint
and shine for days on end simply to gain a
few hours of freedom from their cells. And
what are the results of their labor? Correc
tional facilities receive federal awards for
high standards of cleanliness, which means
more money to build more prisons.
Today, there are over 69,100 persons in
New York State prisons, up from 12,500 in
1973, and 28,500 in 1983. This at an average
building cost o f $100,000 per bed. Accord
ing to the National Center on Institutions
and Alternatives, the number of people con
fined in the United States will continue to
rise. They estimate this year there will be
2,234,586 men and women in prisons, and
9,373,427 in the year 2020.
As it happens, African Americans com
prise about 11% of the adult population yet
make up 46% of state, 30% of federal, and
42% o f county jail inmates. In 1996, as the
prison boom continued to expand, 744,678
blacks were incarcerated nationwide. As
penitentiaries are packed tighter than the
ships that carried their ancestors here,
inmates are becoming increasingly hostile:
they realize that they are slaves of the state,
that the plantations of yesterday have been
replaced by so-called “correctional facili
ties.”
Perhaps this explains why so many men
are being gassed, choked, and killed in spe
cial housing units, or frequently assaulted in
isolated areas by baton-w ielding goon
squads. Most prisoners in New York facili
ties are members o f racial minorities who
come from urban areas; conversely, most of
the guards are rural whites. This racial
imbalance, together with the limited inter
personal skills and general apathy o f most
officers, further inflames an already tense
situation.
During the last 28 years prisoners have
lost, and continue to lose, valuable programs
that enabled them to develop modern job
skills and prepare for a smooth transition
continued on page 8
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A Journey
continuedfrom page 3
for Great Britain. The villain in the incident
was the German battleship Bism arck, an
ultramodern vessel, newly constructed, and
the pride o f Hitler’s navy. After sinking the
Hood, the Bismarck had made its getaway
with only minor damage. Interception of the
Bismarck before it could make it to port
became the British navy’s highest priority. I
remember rising early in the morning to get
the latest on the “chase.” The Bismarck had
been an elusive target. It had initially escaped
detection, but after several days had finally
run out o f luck. It was spotted by aerial
reconnaissance, and a torpedo from a Sword
fish biplane knocked out one o f its rudders.
Unable to steer, it was tracked down by
British vessels, and sunk by close range fire.
The British ships initially moved in to pick
up survivors, but reports o f German sub
marines in the area compelled them to with
draw. Nearly two thousand members o f the
Bismarck's crew perished.
The news reached us first thing in the
morning. I was beside myself with elation. I
got dressed quickly and ran to school, hoping
to be the first to tell Miss Hanna. I arrived
breathless and found her in her office, read
ing the newspapers.
“Miss Hanna,” I said excitedly. “The Bis
marck has been sunk!” I looked straight at
her, eager for an answer. She looked back
intently, and kept silent at first. But then, in
the quietest o f tones, and with the utmost
deliberation, she said, “the
Bismarck... sunk...think of
all those poor German
sailors drowning.”
I do not know how long
I hesitated before stepping
from her office. Nor do 1
remember exactly when I
started crying. I know it
was not in her presence. It
must have been outside in
the hallway, as I awaited
the arrival o f my class
mates. I was overwhelmed
and cried disconsolately.
Miss Hanna had reached
the innermost confines of
my soul. She had changed
me for life.

the thing to do was to wait him out. What is
more, she" had written us that she had every
intention of returning to Germany after her
South American visit. It was my parent’s
hope that they would be able to dissuade
her. But we knew it would be difficult. Oma
Clara was a stubborn woman.
The reunion at the harbor was emotional
and joyful. Oma had traveled in style, on the
German luxury liner Caparcona. It had
been a marvelous trip, she reported. “Not a
trace o f anti-semitism on board...”
“ W ait ’til you see what I brought you
kids,” she said, w hetting our appetites.
When we got back to the house she was
quick to call us to her room to take part in
the ceremonial unpackings I have quite for
gotten what she brought for my sister, but I
remember my excitement when I caught a
glimpse o f that box with the Maerklin label.
Maerklin was the top o f the line for electric
trains at the time, and the idea that I would
come into possession o f one was beyond
belief.
Unpacking that box was a divine experi
ence. There was a locomotive, two lounge
cars, a freight car, a caboose, and enough
track to lay an expansive double loop. I did
little else but play with the train in the next
days, and the family would often join me to
have a peek. My father loved to sit on the
floor with me and operate the transformer.
Oma stayed long enough to celebrate her
seventieth birthday with us, but there was

Author's M aerklin Locomotive

The Train
Few days are as vividly imprinted in my
memory as that day in Septem ber 1937
when I got my electric train. I was eight
years old and we had just settled in Montev
ideo.
We had eagerly awaited that September
day because it was to bring our grandmother
Clara on a visit from Germany. Against all
better judgem ent and family advice Oma
Clara had chosen not to leave Germany with
us in 1933. We had overreacted, she
thought. Hitler would fade with time, and

no way of convincing her to stay. Seeing her
off at the harbor was heartbreaking. For my
parents, who had a premonition of what was
to come in Europe, the occasion was full of
foreboding.
I kept spending hours “by the tracks.” My
parents, always conscious o f my perfor
mance in school, had to put limits on the
time that 1 committed to my new enthusi
asm. But I had immense fun, often in the
company of buddies who would come over
for no other reason than to play with the
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train. The tracks were laid out at all times,
and it required great skill to tiptoe through
my room.
We also did dumb things. The train was
run by a transformer with a 20-volt output.
This \Vas enough to give you a real jolt, par
ticularly if you had your tongue laid across
the rails. We had a game in which we took
bets on who could withstand the highest
voltage. One of us would lie on his tummy
with his tongue on the tracks, and the other
would increase the output o f the transformer
by increments. It was an awful experience
and it was difficult to keep from screaming
out. But we did it, placing our bets, and a
considerable am ount o f pocket money
changed hands in the process.
In Europe the tension was rising and it
became clear even to Oma that she would
have to get out o f Germany. Her other son,
Kurt, and his family had emigrated to Hol
land and she decided to follow him there.
My parents saw the war coming, but like
many others hoped that the neutrality of the
Low Countries would be respected and that
Oma would be safe there. For me, playing
with the train was a constant reminder of
Oma and of the peril faced by all our Jewish
relatives.
There followed the Anschluss, the annex
ation of Czechoslovakia, and to the surprise
of few, in September 1939, the outbreak of
war. Our hope had proved for naught. Bel
gium and the N etherlands were quickly
overrun. In the
five years that
followed
we
could do little
more than worry.
The news o f
deportations and
c o n c e n tr a tio n
camps
had
reached us and in
our
darkest
moments we had
come to fear that
we would never
see Oma and the
rest of the family
again.
Something
odd happened to
my train in the
m eantim e. One
of the wheels of the
locomotive simply
broke into pieces. Whatever alloy had gone
into its manufacture simply did not with
stand the test o f time. The other wheels
were eventually to fall apart as well. Hitler,
it seemed, had siphoned off the best metals
for his war industry and allowed only junk
to be diverted to the production o f toys. I
was struck by the depressing thought that
the war had been destructive even to my
memento of Oma.
And then came the miracle. Shortly after
the liberation o f Eindhoven we received a
telegram from uncle Kurt telling us that the
entire family in Holland had been saved.
Most had spent the years hidden in base
ments by courageous Dutch families. Oma,
too, was first in hiding in a household, but
she had later been transferred to a hospital
where she had been kept as a “patient,”
although she was perfectly healthy. The
entire staff of the hospital knew that she was
a hidden Jew, but the secret never leaked
out. To this day we feel trem endously
indebted to the Dutch.
Oma was to remain in Holland, where she
lived well into her eighties. We correspond
ed on a very regular basis, but I never had
the heart to tell her that the train was out of
commission.
The years went by and we eventually
emigrated to the United States. The train
went along on all our moves, packed neatly
in boxes, but nonfunctional. Oddly, it took
another war to see it fixed.
In 1982 I took a trip to Europe. I went by
boat as usual since I don’t fly. Going by
boat these days means going by way of the
Queen Elizabeth II, since there are virtually

no other passenger liners in service. I was a
veteran aboard that ship, having taken it
across the Atlantic nearly a dozen times.
That particular crossing coincided with the
outbreak o f the Falklands war. Argentina
versus Britain it was, over ownership o f the
islands. The conflict seemed absurd. Like
two bald men fighting over a comb, was how
Luis Borges put it.
In m id-A tlantic we got the news that
another major British liner, the Canberra,
ordinarily in trans-Pacific service, was requi
sitioned for troop transport to the Falklands.
Certainly the QEI1 would be requisitioned as
well, I thought, and sure enough, she was.
I heard the news in a cab in Hamburg.
Stranded passengers were to be issued return
air tickets, but that, most certainly, did not
apply to me. I was stuck and felt rather des
perate. After attending to my affairs in Ham
burg, I hastened down to the waterfront to
see if I might not locate a ship, a freighter
perhaps, willing to take me back to the U.S. I
wandered from dock to dock without luck
until I came across a young Scandinavian
officer who told me there was a Polish liner
in regular service to Montreal. I rushed to the
nearest travel agency and learned that the
Stefan Batory was scheduled to depart for
Montreal in a few days. I made the booking
then and there, picking a nice outside cabin
my wife Maria and I would enjoy. Maria was
visiting family members in Holland and
would join the ship in Rotterdam.
Vastly relieved, I went back to the harbor
to stroll around some more, when I noticed a
small shop with an enticing sign over the
door: We Fix Old Maerklin Trains. I went in
and told the nice elderly owner that I had an
old locomotive in need o f repair. “Ah,” he
said, “the wheels, they fell apart?” He went
on to explain that it was a common problem,
and that yes, he would be able to provide
new wheels. “Danke schoen,” 1 said, as 1
slipped his card into my pocket and left.
The return trip, aside from being rather
stormy, was a delight. The Stefan Batory was
actually the former Maasdam of the Holland
America Line, which Maria and I had taken
together a quarter o f a century earlier. At
some time during the trip, I told Maria about
the Maerklin shop. How nice that such old
toys can still be fixed, I commented, never
for an instant implying that anything should
be done about my own train. Afterward, I
completely forgot about the shop.
But Maria found the card I had taken and
sent the locomotive to Hamburg to be fixed
in time for Christmas. It was one of the nicest
surprises I ever received. Rolling now on
peacetime wheels, the train runs like a charm
to this day, and we love setting it up for the
grandchildren when they visit.

Tom Eisner is a biologist at Cornell.

Nothing Left to Lose
continuedfrom page 7
back to society. This includes all college
programs, despite the fact that the recidi
vism rate for college-educated inmates is
far lower than that of prisoners who did not
receive higher educations.
We are not building men capable of
making it on the outside. We are not
addressing their drug addictions. We are
not teaching them realistic job skills, and
we are not giving those who have served
long sentences what they deserve and have
rightly earned: good time and parole.
Unless we re-evaluate a system that is
woefully inadequate and failing, unless we
truly admit that prisons are not solutions,
but self-perpetuating failures, we might as
well prepare to imprison the next genera
tion o f the underclass and silence the voic
es crying for help with another fusillade of
gunfire.
Joe IMiceli is an inmate at the Auburn
Correclional Facility. -
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Country Livin’
continuedfrom page 1
“justpicked,” “squirrelhunting”— , is scantTy punctuated, has a self-conscious sense of
modern mythologizing, and, as in Ulysses,
features as its main players a fatherless son
and a sonless father. Reviewers have also
implied that the book is a challenge to read,
that it is at times dense and impenetrable
but ultimately rewarding. The book is often
rewarding, but the impenetrability is tem
porary and, I think, not intentional but the
result of poor editing.
To be blunt: the first 75 pages o f this
book are a mess. The Long Home is a first
novel, and it reads as if Gay reworked the
beginning over and over again before at last
finding a way to go on. These initial pages
are full of dull overdescription, the result of
the writer not quite trusting his consider
able gifts. “He felt restless, bemused, time
was a commodity in short supply and he
must ration it,” Gay writes. An old man is
“aged by the ceaseless traffic o f the years,”
which is not a bit more illuminating than
simply “aged.” More bothersome are fre
quent repetitions o f identical or sim ilar
phases: the first paragraph contains both
the “bowels of the earth” and the “hollows
of the world”; rocks and rain fall “plumb”
within a page o f one another; the word
“some” appears with shocking frequency
(in two pages: “some grievous wrong,” “the
shadow o f something dread,” “ like some
perverse host,” “like some grim specter,”
“from some reversal o f the seasons”).
But after that Gay finds his voice and the
prose is sharp and haunting and confident,
and the book turns out to be a sloppy but
serio u s.p iece o f w ork. In the opening
pages, we meet a man named Hovington,
who discovers after a storm that a giant
bottomless hole, reeking o f brimstone, has
opened up in his yard. He thinks he hears
voices in it. This is in 1933, somewhere in
the rural south. Hovington becomes ill and
ends up staying in bed for ten years. Mean
while, another man has moved in and taken
up with H o v in g to n ’s w ife; his name is
Hardin and he is evil. When a third man,
Winer, shows up to com plain about the
still Hardin is operating on his property,
Hardin kills him and throws his body into
the bottomless pit. Then, in 1943, there is
another storm, which washes Winer’s skull
out of the pit. The skull is found by Oliver,
an old man with an outlaw past. O liver
befriends young Nathan Winer, the dead
m an’s son, who believes that his father
simply walked out on him and his mother
ten years before; this perceived abandon
ment is driving Mrs. Winer mad with bit
terness and Nathan out o f the house for
good.
The book’s central conflict arises when
Nathan is hired to do some carpentry work
on a roadhouse Hardin is building (he still
doesn’t know that Hardin killed his father).
Hovington’s daughter Amber Rose catches
his eye and he falls in love with her. But
Hardin has plans for A m ber Rose: he
wants to be her pimp. Tension escalates
between Hardin and Nathan. Meanwhile,
Oliver, who lost a young son years before,
realizes that Nathan is in considerable dan
ger and plots to save him from Hardin.
There are a lot of good things about this
novel. Gay loves language, and though it
does not alw ays serve him well (it is
em barrassing to learn that A m ber Rose
performs fellatio “like some spectral succubus feasting”), he is capable of beautiful
turns o f phrase. He is a whiz when it comes
to dialogue; his characters’ words, full of
cadence and wit, are undulled by popular
culture. “Looks like you been cleanin out a
ditch-run or two,” Nathan says to his direc
tionless friend Motormouth, when the lat
ter’s beat-up Chrysler heaves into view.
“ Well, they never did build the roads to
suit where I wanted to drive,” is the reply.
Each character is psychologically com
plex (with one exception) and utterly dis
tinct; many of the best scenes in the book
involve minor, but still com pelling, fig
ures. There is the effete, helmeted poultry

farm er, Weiss, who, when N athan wakes
him up by saying “It’s morning. The sun’s
way up ,” responds with “Fuck the sun.”
There is Leo Huggins, the self-aggrandiz
ing cookw are salesm an who hoodwinks
N ath a n ’s m other, and the am iable thug
Buttcut, who loves beating people up. This
brings up another good thing about Gay:
unlike Cormac McCarthy, he’s funny. This
is a valuable quality in a book about fight
ing the devil, who I think Hardin is sup
posed to be.
And that, o f course, is the problem here.
Hardin is so bad, so absurdly villainous,
that th ere’s never really any doubt about
where the book is going; we know that good
will have to triumph over evil, that Hardin
will have to get his. And he does—though
not, to G ay’s credit, in quite the way we
expect. Everyone in The Long Home is pret
ty much who we think they are, so that the
suspense arises from plot and not from
character. There’s no doubt that Hardin is
going to be mean; we are left with only the
question o f what form his meanness will
take. This gets a bit boring.
But not com pletely. Gay is no spring
chicken, and the impression he leaves us is
not o f youthful naivete. His observations
are mature, even wise, and he makes a lot of
them. The fabric of this book, then, is utter
ly com pelling— so what if the whole gar
ment fits a little funny. Gay is supposed to
have another book coming, and I’m eager to
see what he does now that he knows how to
write a novel; if the confidence he displays
in the middle sections o f The Long Home
could be sustained throughout an entire
book, that book might be very good indeed.
If Gay and Haruf fell prey, in their quest
for heroes, to the temptation o f unambigu
ous villains, James Galvin at least saw it
coming. His villain, a land developer, is as
evil as anybody’s, but is wrapped in a post
m odern allegory o f the contem porary
American west, and is dead by page five.
What ensues is a self-conscious meta-west
ern, complete with an anti-hero: an ex-hip
pie turned cowboy turned outlaw turned
m artyr. The novel, Fencing the Sky, is a
heady brew, fragmented in time and point
o f view, that bugged me and bugged me
until I suddenly realized, about ten pages
from the end, that I kind o f loved it.
Galvin is the author o f one great book
about the west: The Meadow, a fractured
m em oir about the life o f his friend Lyle
Van W aning, about Van W aning’s death
and the death o f his independent way of life
on the high plains of Wyoming. Fencing the
Sky is arranged much like The Meadow, in
brief anecdotal episodes separated by white
spaces and by years, and like that book is
fairly short. Galvin may be best known as a
poet, and both books are marked by a love
ly economy of language. Over and over he
uses the right words. “Snow ghosts slaked
over the red galactic grit of the county road,
the prairie a rough sea o f drifts, blowing
snow a blue fuzz, electric, over th em .”
What’s so good about this is that, if you’re
barely paying attention to the strange word
choices, you can still picture what Galvin is
trying to show you. But if you slow down
and think about it—“Snow ghosts slaked”?
“galactic grit”?—you are privy to the enig
m atic, evocative quality that makes
G alvin’s prose his own. It is like a Chuck
Close portrait, both representational and
abstract at once.
These forays into lyricism are fairly rare,
though; what makes the prose really shine
is its rhythm, the way it employs simple
words in shapely patterns. I can choose a
passage nearly at random—
They were up on the stack. They were stacking.
Mike had showed up and was throwing bales up
to them from the flatbed.
Corners tied, cracks covered, the last stack was
up. They’d been loading and stacking since noon
and it was getting dark. Oscar said. “I noticed you
holding yourself kinda longways and crooked as
if there was something wrong with your back."

x — and it will be sure and clear and kinet
ic, imbued with a wry, effortless humor.
The plot: Fencing the Sky opens with a
killing. Mike, our anti-hero, the ex-hippie,
is out looking for some missing cows that
have been spotted by his friend Ad, the doc
tor. He discovers M erry, our villain, the
land developer, chasing them with his
ATV. Im pulsively, Mike ropes Merry
around the neck and yanks him o ff the
three-wheeler. Mike’s other friend, Oscar,
the phlegmatic rancher, shows up and notes
that Merry is dead. Mike decides to get out
o f town. The story, such as it is, follows
Mike and his horse, Potatoes, as they flee
toward some unknown destination, with an
Indian tracker, Jim, close on their heels. As
Mike rides he considers his life as an
activist and Marxist, his life without Liv,
his wife, thrown by a horse long ago and
killed. We learn, from narrative departures
labeled by year, about the lives o f all the
major players.
There is not much more to it. Whenever
we see Mike, he’s still riding, and Jim is
still tracking. We w onder, o f course, if
Mike will be caught (gradually it comes to
seem inevitable), and we w onder where
he’s headed. But the point o f Fencing the
Sky isn’t the plot; the point is the gradual
illumination of character and place, which
Galvin gives us through anecdotes, memo
ries, and jarring authorial intrusions.
That’s right: authorial intrusions. Imag
ine reading, on page 13 o f a western, this
line: “He saw himself from a distance with
authorial intrusion.” Or a couple pages
before that: “ If Joe had known what a
metaphor was, he’d have thought he had
experienced a m etaphor.” Or this one:
“Look what he’d come to. The brave cow
boy. The honest outlaw...Mike saw himself
becoming a formula, and it was a sad one.”
Galvin makes no bones about his presence
in this book: he is telling the story, and you
are reading it. He has chopped up that story
into a thousand little pieces, and he feeds
them to you seemingly at random, all the
while reminding you that it’s him doing so
and not a little voice in your head. If you
regard this tactic with suspicion, even hos
tility, you’re right to do so. The last thing
we need is another self-aggrandizing porno
backscratcher who doesn’t know how to
spin a yarn. But stick with Galvin: he’s
bringing you someplace worthwhile.
That place is the dying west o f the pre
sent day, where ranches owned and worked
by the same people for a century are being
carved up by developers and sold off in
pieces to seasonal residents who drive
expensive cars. The author, as you might
guess, is not happy about this. He gives us a
veritable w ar’s worth o f skirm ishes
between the new world and the old: new
comers who don’t like all the cows hanging
around; aimless moneyed teenage vandals;
trespassing cement trucks, and the uglification o f the landscape, and hunters who
d o n ’t know how to fire guns. Galvin is
utterly unabashed about his polem ics.
When he wants to let us know how he feels
about land stewardship as it relates to envi
ronmental preservation, he invents a char
acter, Marty, to get up in front o f a crowd
and give a speech about it. Seriously:
there’s a speech in this book, followed by a
question-and-answer period. Elsewhere, a
character pulls an encyclopedia at random
off a shelf and opens it to the entry on the
Homestead Act o f 1862, which he reads
aloud. Later, somebody reads an article in a
doctor’s office on the cultural emasculation
of the cowboy.
Perhaps this doesn’t sound like your cup
o f tea, and maybe it isn’t. But Galvin is a
man who makes you want to listen. He is a
born persuader and a real artist, and his
authority with words alone warrants close
attention. If his ranchers occasionally seem
unconvincingly blameless (who is it, exact
ly, selling all this land to developers?), they
are, at the same tim e, authentic in their
eccentricities, their loyalties, their grudging
empathy for their enemy.

Now, about that enemy. Merriweather
Snipes is ridiculous in his callousness and
greed; his very name—with its shadows of
both snipers and the family Snopes, and of
Merriweather Lewis, the original eastern
interloper— is what we fiction-workshop
veterans call “over the top.” He lives in a
geodesic dome. He drives a SUV. He talks
on a cell phone. At one point, he is
shown— I am not kidding— reading and
dismissing The Meadow, “a book locally
written (and the prose style showed it).” It
isn ’t hard to get annoyed at Galvin for
these shenanigans, at least at the outset.
But this book is so funny, and Snipes so
delightfully mean, that it’s equally hard not
to be won over in the end. What ends up
setting the book apart is its uncanny ability
to be passionately political, to be absolute
ly serious, w ithout ever lapsing in its
absurd comedy or becom ing mired in a
self-referential quagmire. Its nominal the
sis—that sustained land stewardship in the
west should be considered in the context of
leftist sixties radicalism — is eminently
worth thinking about, as the development
free-for-all in that region increasingly
comes to resemble the work of a creeping
capitalist totalitarianism.
And as for the plot, Galvin has come up
with a truly superb and surprising conclu
sion, which should satisfy even the
staunchest paperback-western fundamen
talist. It’s hilarious and moving, and it does
exactly what he wants it to. In short. Fenc
ing the Sky is the great book of 1999 that
nobody is reading. Read it.
Someone goes on a journey. A stranger
comes to town. Those are the formulas for
the western, by now as broken in as your
grandpa’s boots. They are also the parallel
narrative lines o f the Odyssey, our proto
western, and could be applied to any of
these books, which are all westerns after a
fashion, regardless of where they’re set.
Things change and people get to quarrel
ing, and from out of the dust comes some
thing new.
Or so we hope. The trouble with oiling
up an old genre is that, ultimately, it’s a
genre: its assumptions are not sustainable
beyond the cultural moment in which it
was created. The hard-boiled detective of
the thirties comes o ff nowadays as a
misogynist alkie. Classic science fiction
em barrasses us with its freshly minted
nuclear-age paranoia, now that the threat
o f annihilation has matured and w e’ve
grown jaded. And the cowboy no longer
seems like the good guy, and the Indian no
longer seems like the bad guy. The trick of
writing a western, then, is to play off the
assumptions of the form, to blur the differ
ence between the good guys and bad, to let
the characters develop in surprising ways.
The western, as we have come to know it,
no longer works.
O f course, it never did, not as literature.
Genre fiction is really propaganda, and
always has been. Today’s popular myster
ies are where our new social order is incu
bating; the hard-boiled dicks of yore are in
twelve-step programs and the brass knuck
les are being brandished by women. Our
thrillers are about lawyers and business
men and the ways in which money is pro
tected. Will the literary novelists of2IOO, 1
wonder, be trying to clothe the skeletons
of, say, the serial-killer novel or the Harle
quin romance with art, the way these writ
ers have tried to rehabilitate villains and
heroes in the vanishing wildernesses of
America?
Maybe. Though suddenly, even raising
the question seems so...millennial, as will
our literature to readers o f the future. It’s
anyone’s guess which, if any, of these writ
ers those readers will have heard of, but my
money’s on Galvin.

J. Robert Lennon is the author o f two
novels, The Light of Falling Stars and The
Funnies.
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The Trip to Germany
continued fro m page 5
asked where the mafiosi were. I told hint
they were waiting at Gisela's house and we
were all to go to meet the man who was
organizing the concert the next night. On the
way to the Bethanien C enter Thanassis
charmed Gisela without much aid from any
language. By the time we got there he had
her eating out of his hand. The others were
muttering to me about their accom m oda
tions and how they needed to unpack and
rest straight away. In fact they were eager to
go shopping. The main purpose of travel for
most G reeks seem s to be to shop. Even
when Greeks from America come to Greece
they return to Queens or Detroit with more
souvenirs than the average to urist. The
musicians showed no interest whatsoever in
meeting the director or seeing the hall where
they would be playing the next evening and
insisted we go directly to the hotel.
Herr Hoffmann was a pink-cheeked, opti
mistic man. The Bethanien was a concession
to the idea that West Berlin was filled with
foreign workers, most o f them Turks and
Greeks. It was established to celebrate the
rich ethnic heritage o f those who worked on
G erm any’s assem bly lines and cleaned
office buildings. Hoffmann was, he told me,
genuinely interested in Greeks. He had been
to Greece on holidays and liked Greek
music. He told the musicians that he would
personally escort them to the "artists’ quar
ters" where they were staying.
As the taxi drove out o f the busy streets
and into a small wooded area, Petsas began
to get nervous. "Where are they taking us?”
he asked me. "Into the country?”
We drew up at an elegant Bauhaus com
plex of studio apartments designed for visit
ing artists to Berlin. Kalfopoulos and Petsas
looked more and more unhappy as they saw
the bare interiors o f the studios with their
raised gallery beds, leaving maximum floor
space for painters or cellists to practice their
art, should they wake in the night and feel
the urge. I admired the studios while Hoff
mann gave me a run-down on the luminaries
who had stayed in them: “Chagall, Casals,
Ionesco...”
Kalfopoulos called me aside. “Look,” he
said, “They may think we’re old musicians
who d o n ’t know any better, but th e y ’ve
brought us to a hani. (He used the Greek
version of the word for a cheap inn where
travelers stayed with the their camels on the
Ottoman caravan routes). I tried to explain
that it was just a style of decor they weren’t
used to; in fact a fam ous architect had
designed it and it was used by all sorts of
distinguished guests. “ What happens if I
wake up at night?” said Skarpelis. “I might
just roll off the platform and be killed.”
“There’s no way I’m staying here,” Petsas
said, pursing his lips. “They think they can
have us on the cheap, but they’re wrong.
We’re not asking for a first-class hotel. Just
a comfortable hotel downtown.”
Thanassis didn’t say a word.
Hoffmann and G isela could see that
something was wrong and waited for me to
interpret. I tried to think of a way to explain
that three of the musicians refused to stay in
a studio designed by Walter Gropius.
“The musicians don’t want to stay here,” I
finally stammered. “They’re not used to a
place like this. They want to go to a hotel
downtown.”
Hoffmann’s cheeks went a brighter shade
of pink.
“But we did this to honor them. It took me
a lot of trouble to arrange...Now tell them
they have to stay h ere...tell them ...that
Samuel Beckett slept here!”
I was too upset to laugh. If Hoffmann
thought Samuel Beckett would cut water
with four old rebetika musicians, what was
he doing running a center for immigrant
workers in Berlin? And what sort o f musi
cians did he think these w ere? Baroque
chamber players? He struck me, like a lot of
the people who try to cater to “eth n ic”
groups, as w ell-m eaning and w illfully
obtuse.
I translated his remark, leaving Beckett

out of it. Petsas said, “Ask him what we’re
supposed to do if we want something in the
night. Like a woman. Tell him that!” This
time I left the woman out.
K alfopoulos and Petsas stood their
ground. G isela and I were em barrassed.
Hoffmann was trying to disguise his anger.
We got in a cab, headed downtown and
cruised around till we found the quartet
rooms in a second-rate hotel. Judging by the
girls walking by they would not have far to
go if they should happen to want a little
something in the night.
I went to bed feeling depressed about the
concert, about com ing to Germ any, and
most of all about having persuaded Thanas
sis he’d have fun in Berlin. But next morn
ing, to my surprise, everyone seemed happy.
The hotel was fine, just what they wanted. 1
realized that the mafiosi, as Thanassis insist
ed on referring to them, were warming up to
being on tour and even more to the fact that
they’d won a victory over their hosts and
been moved from a dump fit for camel-dri
vers to a decent hotel.
That night Petsas handed me a tam 
bourine. "If you’re going to sit on the plat
form and announce us you might as well
play something,” he said. I was grateful to
have something to do with my hands and
told him so. He took the opportunity to say
that they were hoping I could score a little
som ething for them before the concert
began. That was one of the reasons they’d
come, after all. Things were getting so diffi
cult in Athens. This time Thanassis was on
their side. The thought o f playing with
absolutely nothing to put them in the
mood...
Finding them a hotel was one thing, but
where was 1 going to find some dope in a
strange city? I couldn’t very well ask my
hosts. Most of the early rebetika musicians
smoked dope. A lot o f the songs are all
about the pleasures o f sm oking hashish
through a narghile or water-pipe as you lis
ten to the bouzouki and maybe get inspired
to dance a zebekiko. Most o f the hashish
songs are humorous, like the one about the
rebetis who goes to “say the litany.” He col
lects some roaches and a piece o f black
hashish and lights up a pipe in the church:
And the archangel charges out o f there
(he's high on all tlie smoke).
"Christian, " he says, "it's not a sin
that you Ye come to say the liturgy. "
But suddenly a monk appears: “Get in line,
he says, "it's my turn for a drag. "
T hanassis had been turned on by his
grandmother at the age o f twelve and had
never looked back. When he was growing
up in Piraeus there were hashish dens or
teke's all over the neighborhood. It was dur
ing the dictatorship o f Metaxas, in the late
1930s, that they were closed down. You
could still find m arihuana and Turkish
hashish around the port and on some of the
islands, but it was dangerous to smoke. You
could get jailed or deported to a remote
island o f the Greek archipelago if you were
caught. It was probably one o f the things
that drove Thanassis to America. Things
were a bit easier in Greece now, but hippies
had driven the price o f marihuana sky high.
The concert at the Bethanien Center w en t'
well enough. As I suspected, Kalfopoulos
played the bouzouki in the flashy style of
the sixties and dom inated the band. He
could play all right, but it was a dull perfor
mance until Thanassis picked up one of his
own little baglamas and began to sing in a
gravely voice. The mostly Greek crowd fell
for him at once and he began to warm to his
role as an underworld character, clowning
shamelessly, rolling his eyes and making
asides in heavy underw orld slang that
delighted the Greeks. After the concert even
Petsas was in high spirits. Thanassis mut
tered about how much better he would have
been if he’d had a smoke first, but he knew
he’d been the star of the evening and nudged

me in the ribs now and then to show me he
was just as good as the “professionals.” I
prom ised him I'd do my best to get him
something to smoke before the next concert.
At least I knew someone in Wupperthal.
The man who'd organized the concert there
was a jazz bass player who came regularly to
Greece and loved rebetika. As the train sped
through the Berlin corridor the next day I
stared out the window at the spring land
scape and half-listened to the musicians talk
ing. I had traveled all over Greece with with
Greek m usicians. I was always the only
woman in the band and after the novelty
wore off the musicians began to talk to each
other as if 1 wasn’t there or as if I were just
another Greek man. I heard conversations
most Greek women never hear, such as what
the men found attractive in a woman. Not
having managed to find anything to smoke
the night before, the conversation in the Ger
man train turned to dope and, as usual,
women. Petsas told a story of how an Arab
offered him a job when he was playing in
Alexandria. He took Petsas for miles across
the desert until they came to an oasis. They
went into a little hut w here, to Petsas’s
amazement, he was handed a narghile. What
happened afterwards involved music, inim
itable hashish and lovely ladies with Petsas
starring as the centerpiece o f the night’s
entertainment. Thanassis told a story of how
he hid his hashish in the basement o f his
Greenwich village apartment. It was mixed
with honey and must have appealed to his
wife’s poodle, who was also relegated to the
basement at night. His descriptions o f the
dog’s behavior when stoned had the other
three musicians weeping.
“Poor dog,” said Thanassis. “It died the
next day.”
The conversation lapsed as they dozed
off. In the undergrowth speeding past the
window, I saw a golden pheasant. Otherwise
the countryside was deserted. Tonight's con
cert was to be in a church. A strange place
for a rebetika concert, I thought, and won
dered whether I’d find anything to satisfy
Thanassis before they started to play.
Peter, the bass player, was waiting for us.
He was a big, comfortable man who made
everything seem easy. Unlike Hoffmann he
understood exactly what sort o f Greeks he
was dealing with and promised he’d try to
find them a little something before the con
cert.
Skarpelis took one look at the neo-Gothic
church and said “Could you imagine we’d
ever be playing rebetika in a church? We
better sing the Litany.”
It was a Protestant church, but that night it
was full of Orthodox Greek Christians. Ten
minutes before the concert was due to begin
there was still no sign o f Peter. Petsas and
Skarpelis were threatening not to play until
they were brought something to smoke. We
were huddled in the stone vestry, trying to
keep warm. Suddenly there was Peter beam
ing and out o f breath. Sorry it took me a
while he said, and handed out a couple o f
joints. Thanassis rolled his eyes. “Praise the
Lord,” he said, taking a long drag and pass
ing me the cigarette. “We’ll give them some
music tonight all right...”
This time the musicians were high but the
audience was dead. The ambiance didn’t
help. The Greeks looked uncomfortable, sit
ting in the pews o f a strange church watch
ing a group o f old rebetika musicians play
songs that didn’t belong in any church, let
alone a German one. Even Thanassis
couldn’t raise a laugh. The Germans who
had come were expecting something more
folkish and two young men rebuked me after
the concert for sitting on the stage with the
old musicians and spoiling the “authentici
ty ” o f their perform ance with mv tam 
bourine.
Next day, Peter asked the four musicians
to play a few songs at a bar that a musician
friend of his had just opened. It would be at
lunch time and there would be nice food, but
they couldn’t pay. Petsas hinted that a little
more o f what they’d had the night before
would be acceptable, but he’d come along

anyway. Thanassis had warned me the three
musicians were all sure that 1 was being paid
a lot o f money and simply pocketing it. I
made up my mind that if they objected I’d
just take Thanassis to the bar. In the end they
all came. There was nothing else to do in
Wupperthal on a Sunday morning and we
were all hungry.
The bar was a cozy, low-ceilinged build
ing full of young people. Chairs were set out
for the musicians in a semi-circle and they
were asked to play a couple o f songs before
we all started to eat and drink. Kalfopoulos
nodded and they began a Tsitsanis song.
After they’d been playing a few minutes a
young bearded man wandered over smoking
a large pipe. Thanassis whispered to me.
“Do you smell what I smell?” The young
man walked up to Skarpelis and handed him
the pipe. Petsas looked up in amazement,
took one hand off his guitar and took a large
pull on the pipe. The young man solemnly
took it back and handed it to Skarpelis
whose grin extended to his ears. There
wasn’t a break in the music. After several
rounds o f the pipe Petsas, who had
exchanged his ridiculous tam-o’-shanter for
a small-brimmed German hat, began to turn
his hat around. Even Kalfopoulos twirled his
bouzouki in the air a few times. Thanassis,
half in earnest, said to me, “Do you think,
kid, that we’ve died and gone to paradise?”
It was, at least, a happy ending. Even the
mafiosi had no complaints as they got on the
train to Berlin. Thanassis and I were staying
another day to have some fun by ourselves.
“Good riddance,” he said to me as the
train pulled out. “Let’s go shopping. I want
you to help me buy a hat. They say this is a
good place to buy hats.”
In Wupperthal there is a hat shop that is a
hat-person’s dream. It’s an old-fashioned
wooden building stocked from floor to ceil
ing with serious hats. Thanassis was pas
sionately fond o f hats. He wore broadbrimmed Borsalino felt hats in winter and
fine white Panamas with black bands in
summer. He knew exactly what made hint
look good. My German was not up to deal
ing with the salesman but Thanassis had no
hesitation. He pointed to the pile of Borsalino’s with broad brims like gangster hats of
the twenties and picked out two of them, one
in olive green, the other in brown. Then he
looked around the shop. “Choose yourself a
hat,” he said. My eye fell on a black felt
man’s hat with a broad brim and I tried it on.
“Buy it, kid!” said Thanassis, “It suits you.”
We walked out into the empty street,
Thanassis in his long overcoat and the new
olive fedora, me in a black cloak and my
black hat. 1 tw irled around and around,
delighted the tour o f Germany was over.
Thanassis watched me for a moment. “Kid,”
he said laughing, “You look like a nice
black crow!”
G ail H olst-W arhaft is a writer and an
adjunct professor o f Comparative Litera
ture and Classics at Cornell.
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Stars & Stripes
continued fro m page 7
As economic contradictions deepen, the racialized class other—the immigrant, the urban
mendicant, the cheats, the dark skinned, the
"thieves" and "predators”—looms ever larger
in the minds of the economically besieged mid
dle classes. As politicians face the fact that the
corporate system will not and cannot profitably
accommodate the needs of the poor and work
ing majority, they necessarily turn to crime
baiting and racially coded demonology as a
way of inciting, mobilizing, and diverting
legitimate political anxieties towards irrelevant
enemies [132],
This figure does not bear the mark o f
color alone but combines color, crime, and
poverty into a single signifier that can’t be
disjoined and so perpetually obscures and
confuses the aims it covers. An ironic result
is to render white poverty invisible to the
public eye (and in Parenti’s book as well).
Because of the color/crime/poverty signifi
er, whole populations of people o f color are
selectively devastated, never in the name of
race but always o f something else. The prac
tice therefore shrouds itself in something
like plausible deniability. We recall that the
W illie Horton political com m ercial was
defended because it was about a rapist who
only happened to be black—which does not
explain why the commercial was first aired
in the Carolinas. Governor Jeb Bush does
not believe the Florida death penalty is
racist, just as his brother is confident he has
never sent an innocent man to prison.
Our very awareness of racism as a “force”
or a “ reality” in our private b e h a v io r important as that is— may help to work
against com prehending its m ost terrible
effects. If “racist” is typically the term
accusing an individual o f malignant intent,
then it can seem farfetched, if not irresponsi
ble (as it does to Governor Jeb Bush) to call
the death penalty “racist.” At one extreme,
the right-wing publicist Dinesh D’Souza can
argue in his book The End o f Racism that
racism simply does not exist any more as a
pervasive or structural reality in America. In
a less extrem e case, when a prom inent
Harlem-based clergyman called Rudolph
Giuliani “racist” after the mayor cut several
hundred hospital jobs occupied by women of
color, the city columnist o f The New York
Times (often critical of the mayor) respond
ed with shock: G iuliani may have made
some bad decisions, but he is no racist. To
qualify as a racist, the mayor would presum
ably have to have joined the Klan, or used
the n-word in public (1 cite the form of “nig
ger” used by television journalists during the
O.J. Simpson trial). It is hard, in short, to
find commonly-accepted words to describe
the problem let alone to change it. Parenti
solves this problem of meaning by using the
phrase “racialized class hatred” instead of
“racist,” thereby getting at the primary prob
lem o f class struggle.
What can be done? In his brief concluding
section, Parenti insists on the obvious: we
need more alternatives and less sentenc
ing— less criminalization, less surveillance
and terror and isolation and destruction of
young lives, and therefore and most crucial
ly less “crime” as officially constructed. If
Parenti’s book proves anything at all, it
proves that the anti-crime police state could
never have taken the form it has if it could
not have demonized the use of drugs (a tech
nique of social control, one might argue, that
was first “tried” successfully as a means of
crim inalizing the counterculture). 1 have
become convinced— as I was not before
reading this book— that P arenti’s second
and more radical recommendation is correct
and should be the basis o f future struggle in
this area: All drug use must be decriminal
ized.
An omission in this otherwise sweeping
account o f policing as a form o f racialized
class-hatred is the phenomenon of deliberate
and wholesale fabrication o f criminal cases
against people o f color. This practice first
caught the attention o f the press in a recent

police scandal in Philadelphia that has
resulted in the release of over three hundred
wrongfully incarcerated people. The press
treated the case as a shameful exception, but
a similar unfolding police scandal in Los
Angeles (not yet, so far as I know, scheduled
to appear in any episodes of LAPD) and the
earlier David Harding case (which resulted
in several wrongful im prisonm ents in
upstate New York, including that of Shirley
King) suggest that fraudulent prosecution is
a pervasive, if not universal, technique of
the anti-crime police state.
The best-known contemporary instance of
alleged police framing is of course the case
o f Mumia abu-Jamal, on death row since
1992, who has been the subject of a wellpublicized, international defense movement.
Both sides have made him a symbol in the
debate over race and criminal justice. Race
fo r Justice is a collection o f defense docu
ments prepared and assembled by the wellknown civil rights lawyer Leonard Weinglass as part o f Jam al’s 1995 appeal for a
stay of execution and a new trial.
At the age of 15, Jamal became Minister
o f Information o f the Philadelphia Black
Panther Party; as a result, he was put on an
FBI surveillance list and was arrested in a
COINTELPRO operation. In his twenties,
he became a radio journalist, was elected
President of the Philadelphia chapter of the
Association of Black Journalists, and was an
outspoken supporter o f the revolutionary
action group Philadelphia MOVE. On the
night o f Decem ber 9, 1981, Jamal
approached Officer Daniel Faulkner, who
was frisking a suspect— evidently Jamal’s
brother— next to a parked car in downtown
Philadelphia. Within moments, both Jamal
and Officer Faulkner were critically wound
ed; Jamal recovered, and the officer died.
Jamal was tried for the murder o f Officer
Faulkner, found guilty, and on the July 4
weekend o f 1982, sentenced to death. At
every point, Jamal has declared his inno
cence.
The case against Jamal appears strong as
his ju ry heard it. A prostitute named Cyn
thia White identified Jamal as the person
who approached and shot Officer Faulkner;
the prosecution claimed that Faulkner shot
Jamal as he fell dying. Jam al’s gun was
recovered by police as he lay wounded. A
policeman and a hospital guard both testi
fied that at the hospital, the wounded Jamal
Shouted, “ I shot the mother fucker and I
hope the mother fucker dies.” The relatively
brief defense produced a string of character
witnesses, but none that could directly con
tradict these claims. Jamal was defended by
a court-appointed attorney (because he was
indigent and could not afford his own
lawyer) but was him self absent at times
from the trial and did not take the stand in
his own defense. In the summation and in
the penalty phase o f the trial, the prosecu
tion represented Jamal as a hate-filled revo
lutionary who, among much else, had once
said, “Political power issues from the barrel
of a gun.”
But Weinglass’s complaint alleges prose
cution misconduct so ruthlessly, blatantly,
and (one wants to say) hamhandedly fraudu
lent that it would seem to belong to ’20s film
comedy. Among the items in the complaint:
No witness recalled seeing Cynthia White at
the scene, though a defense witness, also a
prostitute, declared in a deposition that the
police offered her immunity from harass
ment if she testified against Jamal (and in
fact White was later seen working with a
police escort). The cab driver who testified
against Jamal was an alcoholic on parole for
arson, who in any case reported seeing
Faulkner shot by a “large black man” fifty
pounds heavier than Jamal. The testimony
of both key prosecution witnesses is, there
fore, suspect and in fact likely perjured.
Four witnesses, including a prosecution wit
ness, reported seeing a man fleeing the
scene immediately after the shooting (police
never followed this lead). Another person
has reported seeing Faulkner shot by the
man who fled, but he said police repeatedly

tore up this statement until he told a differ
ent version; as the result of further police
harassment, he left Philadelphia and did not
testify. Jamal’s gun was a .38 caliber; the
prosecution ballistics expert identified the
bullet extracted from the officer’s body as a
.44. As for the hospital “confession,” nei
ther w itness made this claim until two
months after the arrest, whereas Gary Wakshul, the officer officially escorting the
wounded Jamal, wrote in his journal “the
black male made no comment.” (Wakshul
was suddenly put on vacation before the
trial, and never testified.) In short, at least
three prosecution w itnesses— Cynthia
White, the hospital guard, and one offi
cer—gave fabricated evidence. Jurors did
not know any o f this, though they might
have noticed that the prosecution used chal
lenges to remove about 80% o f available
African Americans from what therefore
became a predominantly white jury.
The ultimate, implicit claim of the Weinglass petition—and the explicit claim of the
Free Mumia movement— is that the prose
cution of Jamal is part of a political murder.
In this argum ent, the police saw their
chance to eliminate a prominent ideological
enemy, who was therefore a physical
threat; to them, Jamal figuratively, if not lit
erally, killed Daniel Faulkner. But the
action against Mumia also consisted o f
judicial misconduct in collusion with police
crim inality. A ccording to the NAACP,
Albert Sabo, the Judge in the 1992 trial, has
sentenced twice as many people to death as
any other sitting American judge. A glance
at a few o f his rulings as listed by Weinglass et al helps show why: Judge Sabo
refused to permit Jamal to represent him
self, even though Jamal claimed (and his
lawyer agreed) that his lawyer had no
means to prepare an adequate defense;
upon Jam al’s repeated com plaints, the
Judge removed him from portions o f the
trial; he allocated the defense only $150 per
expert witness, so the defense could not
afford any— not even a ballistician—
instead of the four they requested; he dis
missed a black juror in Jamal’s absence; he
even refused the defense’s request to order
Officer Wakshul back from vacation to tes
tify that Jamal never confessed to the shoot
ing in the hospital; and so forth.
It is important to understand how a judge
like Sabo encourages and perpetuates
police crim inality, but it is even more
important to understand the system that
makes it possible for both judge and police
to destroy the rights, not only o f exception
al or notorious defendants but of ordinary
ones as well. Exhibit 45 of the petition is an
article from The Philadelphia Inquirer enti
tled “Poor defendants pay the cost as courts
save on murder trials.” The writer describes
a trial sim ilar to Jam al’s, in which the
defense could not afford expert witnesses;
it also criticizes the notorious disparity in
Philadelphia between the predispositions of
judges and lawyers, calling the choice of
lawyers and judges “a crap shoot.” Judges
have also held on to the power to appoint
attorneys, a practice that easily degenerates
into favoritism. (A similar system in Texas
became so corrupt, so productive of bad
representation and unfair sentencing that
the state legislature passed a law against
it— which was then vetoed by Governor
Bush, under pressure from judges.) A state
ment by a former public defender sums up
the pertinence o f the Jamal case to the more
general arguments o f Michael Parenti’s
book:
There is the standard applied generally to a
defendant who is regarded as having "worth”:
the defendant with means who can afford his
own lawyer, the white-collar criminal, the police
officer or other public official. And then there is
the other standard that reverses every constitu
tional promise and is, basically, that a person is
presumed guilty of whatever he is arrested for
{.Philadelphia Inquirer, September 13, 1992).
In one o f the most profoundly suggestive

sections o f Lockdown Am erica, Parenti
draws on Michel Foucault’s Discipline and
Punish in order to clarify the nature of class
bifurcation in America. Foucault famously
argued that modern European nations
moved from a technique o f social control
based on spectacles of terror—the torture,
for example, o f prisoners, performed pub
licly and at anguishing length in the name of
a personal m onarch— to techniques o f
social control using milder means—the sur
veillance and disciplining of bodies and the
multiplication o f criminal and “deviant”
categories. The chief (but not the only) aim
of the second form of control is to create cit
izens capable o f internalizing social con
trols in order to function in schools, in the
army, and in factories and bureaucracies. A
problem with this thesis is a tendency to
generalize the effects of social control—to
see all o f us as “in it” together, equally sub
ject to the workings of power. Parenti sig
nificantly departs from this model, arguing
that the new police state bifurcates social
classes according to radically different
forms o f control: for blue collar workers
and the productive middle classes, the rela
tively benevolent means of regimentation
and supervision; for the racialized “others,”
the historically antecedent model of a “the
atrics of terror.”
This bifurcation is o f course not new in
American society, as Parenti implies. The
most vicious and appalling o f all forms of
documentary evidence o f injustice on the
North American continent— both in its con
tent and in its uses— is the lynching photo
graph. These pocket-sized artifacts, depict
ing the dangling, contorted, and sometimes
charred victims as well as the crowds of
•onlookers, fresh, proud, and sometimes
smiling, were often printed on postcards
and mailed as warnings or souvenirs.
On January 13, The New York Times
reviewed a traveling exhibition o f these
photos, now at the Ruth Horowitz Gallery
in Manhattan. In looking for contemporary
exam ples o f this savagery, the heartfelt
writer comes up with a spectrum o f phe
nomena ranging from “the dragging death
of James Byrd Jr. near Jasper, Tex., in 1998,
to the difficulty black men face trying to
hail cabs in New York City.” But if these
examples represent ends of a spectrum, then
the extremes, we might say, meet at a point
beyond controversy: none o f “ us” are
racists in either of these ways. The exam
ples are wrong for other reasons. Lynchings
were brutal, frequent, permitted, public ritu
als inflicted upon a criminalized other—yet
one would hardly expect an arts writer for
the Times to name “the racist death penalty”
or the Amadou Diallo case. That, for rea
sons I have discussed above, is part of the
problem. There are, of course, great differ
ences between the “then” of lynching and
the “now” of the drug wars: although public
terror today is performed spectacularly by
paramilitary policing, the other working of
the anti-crime police state— imprisonment
^ n d execution— works in the opposite way,
by efficient disappearance o f the “other”
through imprisonment or execution per
formed as efficiently as possible. What is
most important to grasp is neither the spe
cific similarities and differences between
now and the past but the continuities— from
slavery to the dark years of lynch law and
the prison farm to the Jim Crow system and
its abatement in the ’60s, to the neoliberal
state of the Giulianis and the Sabos and the
Border Patrol. In stages and with variations,
America has flourished by exploiting, con
taining, scapegoating, terrorizing and crim
inalizing a racial “other.” The contempo
rary form o f this process— what Parenti
calls the anti-crim e police state— is the
most urgent domestic issue facing reform
ers today.
Paul Sawyer is a professor o f English at
Cornell University. He tutors writing at
Auburn Correctional Facility.
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The Language of Invention
Francis C. Moon
Hidden in glass-enclosed oak cases within
the pallid hallways of Cornell University's
Engineering College rests a set of over 200
small machines known as the Reuleaux Col
lection of Kinematic Mechanisms. These
beautifully made cast-iron and brass models,
built circa 1880, represent 300 years of
machine art from the time of Leonardo da
Vinci to the last quarter of the 19th century.
For the last half-century thousands of Cor
nell students have passed by these objects of
technical art with little knowledge of their his
tory. Now. like modem archaeologists, schol
ars are trying to reverse-engineer how these
machines were meant to work and to uncover
the life and times of the man who created
them.
For many in the emerging industrial soci
eties of the 19th century, technology was a
benefactor to humankind and its practitioners
were seen as heroes. Poets such as Walt Whit
man lauded the arrival of the machine:
Thy black cylindrical body, golden brass
and silvery steel,
Tliy ponderous side-bars, parallel and con
necting rods,
gyrating, shuttling at thy sides,
Thy metrical, now welling pant and roar,
now tapering in the distance.
To these intellectual leaders at the fin de
siecle, science and humanities were not at
odds. Technology was viewed as the culmina
tion of Western culture and philosophy
stretching back to the Greeks and the Romans..
Two practical intellectuals who embodied
this connection between disciplines were
Andrew Dickson White, Cornell University’s
first president, and Franz Reuleaux, a German
engineering professor who was the first Presi
dent of the Royal Institute of Technology in
Berlin. White built mechanical machines as a
boy and became a historian, while Reuleaux
designed machines professionally, translated
Longfellow's poem Hiawatha into German,
and quoted Goethe in his technical books.
Both men were prime movers in the creation
of new technical universities, traveled the
world as representatives of their relatively new
countries, and socialized with the intellectual,
business and political leaders of their times.
They not only shared in the optimism of the
machine age, they helped to create it.
Franz Reuleaux was born in 1829 in a Ger
man village near Aachen (Aix-la-ChapcIle).
His father and grandfather were both engi
neers and manufacturers of machinery and the
new steam engines. Franz received an engi
neering education at the technical institute at
Karlsruhe. After two years he went to the uni
versities of Berlin and Bonn to broaden his
knowledge in classical subjects, including phi
losophy and science. Perhaps it was there that
he acquired his love of Goethe, poetry, and his
interest in the purity of the German language,
a cause he would later champion in the united
Germany of the second Reich.
The early death of his father called him back
to the family business and the practical profes
sion of engineering. He married Charlotte
Overbeck of Antwerp and they had five chil
dren in the next dozen years. After publishing
two popular books on machine design,
Reuleaux was asked to accept a professorship
at the new Technical Institute at Zurich. There
he took an interest in the design of machines.
By the 1860s new inventions and machines
were appearing almost monthly—not unlike
the blizzard of new software assaulting us
today.
Machine design requires the study of ther
modynamics, materials, and dynamics (or
kinematics, as it was called then). In 1875
Reuleaux published a treatise that revolution
ized the kinematic design of mechanisms. His
book was quickly translated into French, Ital
ian, and English.
Quoting Goethe, Reuleaux proposed that
the real quest for the machine engineer was not
the analysis of existing devices, but the dis
covery of the scientific principles of invention

itself: “Everything that we call Invention, discovery in the
higher sense, is
the ultimate out
come o f the origi
nal perception o f
some truth.” Thus
Reuleaux sought
the underlying
insights that gov
ern the invention
of new machines,
not just the scien
tific laws but the
process of think
ing: “/ have
attempted to show
that Invention...is
Thought,—i f we
systematize that
latter, we have
prepared the way
fo r the former."
Today this search
for systematic
thought processes
in technology is known as artificial intelli
gence (AI) and design synthesis. Ultimately,
Reuleaux conceded his failure to achieve a
coherent system of scientific synthesis, but the
scope of his attempts remains impressive,
especially considering that he did not have the
computer tools that are at the heart of AI today.
Central to Reuleaux’s unique contribution
was the creation of a symbolic language to
classify machines— a syntax of kinematic
devices. In his quest for a
grammar of machines
Reuleaux
built the
world’s largest collection
of over 800 models.
Using his symbolic sys
tem along with his mod
els, Reuleaux sought to
deconstruct
every
machine that had been or
ever would be invented.
Reuleaux may have
had access to the 18thcentury compendium
titled Theatrum Machinarum Generate that attempted to classify
machines by function—mills, pumps, con
struction devices, etc. At around the same
time, the Swedish biologist Linnaeus was con
structing a taxonomy for plants and animals
using ideas of species, genus, family, orders,
and kingdoms. Some of these biological tax
onomies were based on physical similarities
and some on evo
lutionary ances
tors. At first
Reuleaux
also
tried to classify
machines accord
ing to their func
tion, such as placec h a n g i n g
machines or formc h a n g i n g
machines, but he
switched to a syn
tax-based method
ology, inspired by
linguistics rather
than biology.
Machines func
tion by channeling
energy along cer
tain paths. This
focusing of the
chaos of mole
cules and heat into
regular motions
allows the user of
the machine to accomplish useful work.
Reuleaux visualized each machine as a chain
of kinematic constraints, each determined by
the geometric relation between adjacent parts.
A piston in a steam engine, for example, is
confined to slide back and forth in the cylinder.
Each link on a bicycle chain is constrained to
rotate about an axis relative to the adjacent
link, and so on. The key to distinguishing one

machine from another is the sequence of these
different linked pairs.
Reuleaux realized
that each kinematic
pair could be written as
a symbol—letters with
superscripts and sub
scripts—and the entire
machine could be
expressed
as
a
sequence of symbols.
By consulting these
symbols on a piece of
paper
Reuleaux
believed that someone
who had never seen the
originals could recon
struct the essential
machines, although the
dimensions and materi
als might be different.
Though his Machine
Age equivalent of the
Genome Project was
never
finished,
Reuleaux’s models do
represent a kind of visual dictionary of 19th
century technology.
In his essay Technology and Civilization,
written in 1890, Reuleaux tries to determine the
characteristics of technologically developed
societies. He rejects racial and religious dis
tinctions, noting the successes of the Chinese
and the Arabians centuries earlier, and he
points out the acceleration of industrial
progress in Japan in the last quarter of the 19th
century.
Using the metaphor of the
machine, where each compo
nent is strictly linked to the
next, he reasons that the techni
cal progress of a “ learned
world” depends on the societal
linkages of raw materials, ener
gy, transportation, communi
cation, and education. What
Reuleaux calls “Scientific
Technology" derives from a
society whose members are
firmly educated in logic, rea
son, and the laws of nature.
Again Reuleaux quotes Goethe:
According to laws mighty, fixed, eternal,
Must we complete our being's circle
Like many of his generation, Reuleaux had
an almost messianic faith in science and tech
nology: " If we bring lifeless bodies into such
circumstances
that
their working o f natur
al laws answers our
purposes, we may per
mit them instead o f this
labor to work for living
beings." For this to
happen,
however,
requires a belief that
the secrets of nature are
not forever hidden from
human inquiry. Soci
eties whose guiding
principles are the mys
terious and unknow
able, he labeled Naturistic. Societies that
understand the forces
of nature he called
Manganistic, which he
claimed is based on a
Greek word for an
artistic mechanism,
manganon. Reuleaux
argues that manganistic
societies have a power
ful advantage over naturistic societies, but
(using the example of Japan) any society can
enter the world of scientific technology
through "learning, learning, learning.”
Reuleaux did acknowledge some of the evils
of technology, such as the transformation of
craftsmen into impersonal cogs of the factory
machine. Still he believed these "deficiencies”
could be overcome: “Scientific technology has

become the bearer o f culture, the powerful
laborer in the service o f civilization and the
cultivation o f the races o f man, and promises
for a long future to add a line ofgreater results
than is at present attained.”
One cannot understand Reuleaux without
looking at the milieu in which he grew up. His
birth place Aachen became a part of West
Prussia after the defeat of Napoleon in 1814.
At the time, Germany was a collection of small
kingdoms fending off the two powers of Prus
sia and Austria. By 1890, Prussia and Bismark
had united Germany by force and made Berlin
its imperial capital. At the beginning of the 19th
century Berlin was no more than a military
barracks for the King of Brandenburg; by the
end of the century it was a great industrial and
cultural center of Europe. In spite of the Pruss
ian suppression of the liberal democratic revo
lution of 1848, Berlin remained a city with a
split personality. Royalists held political
power, but there was also a large population of
liberals, socialists like Karl Marx, and an
assortment of small entrepreneurs and industri
alists. Reuleaux clearly identified himself with
the latter two groups. Although a German
nationalist who believed in a strong role for the
State in a modern technical society, he was
also an internationalist in his correspondence
and travels.
Reuleaux took part in the official World
Expositions at Paris (1867), Vienna ( 1873),
Philadelphia (1876), Sidney (1879), and Melbourn (1881). These expositions were no
theme parks with ersatz Bavarian beer halls
and Swiss chalets; they were competitive
events that involved industrial status, espi
onage, and national pride. At Paris, for exam
ple, the French inventor Lenior had expected
his new internal combustion engine to win the
gold medal. Reuleaux was on the jury and
insisted that all the engines be subjected to a
fuel efficiency test. As a result, the German
engine of Otto and Langen was shown to be far
more efficient than the French and was award
ed the gold medal.
Reuleaux was the official German ambas
sador for the Centennial Exposition of 1876 in
Philadelphia. But this time his technical judg
ments were aimed at Germany itself. In his
small book published in German, Briefe aus
Philadelphia (Letters From Philadelphia), he
criticized the German manufactures and
exhibits at the Exposition as "billig und
schlecht," cheap and shoddy. He lectured the
Germans on the need for quality as well as low
price. These harsh words were taken very seri
ously in the new Germany, especially
Reuleaux’s emphasis on the role of the State in
the promoting of education, industry, and the
welfare of the worker.
Reuleaux and Cornell president Andrew D.
White may have met at the 1876 Centennial,
though Reuleaux’s models were probably not
shown there but in another exhibition the same
year at the Kensington Museum in London.
They may have met again in Berlin while
White was the American Minister to Germany
in 1879-81. Certainly Reuleaux’s letter to
White in 1882 (in English), announcing that
the models were ready for delivery to Ithaca,
indicates that they had already met. “I only
wish I could have the pleasure to open the
cases with you and explain the objects at once
to you and our friends. They will I am sure,
make you impatient for the next series,” writes
Reuleaux.
Seeing these models today, with their pre
cise craftsmanship and beauty of design, it is
easy to think of Reuleaux as a clever mechanic
rather than the theoretician that he was. Yet the
various motions described by these mecha
nisms represent mathematical models of geo
metric figures: cycloids, hypocycloids, peiitrochoids—terms now almost forgotten by math
ematicians and engineers. Reuleaux created
his models to demonstrate the logical laws of
mechanics and motion. Today, many who visit
the Cornell collection sec them as works of art.
even as kinetic sculptures.
Francis C. Moon is the Joseph Ford Pro
fessor o f Mechanical Engineering at Cornell
University.

